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FROM
THE EDITOR
London Deputy Mayor Jules Pipe recently spoke to the Council of Tall Buildings and Urban Habitat,
and gave some insights into the views of the Mayor’s office on the future of high rise buildings in
London. This included some clarity on how the London Plan (which is due to come into force in
2019) will guide planners in future.
The Mayor has not been shy of recalling schemes when they do not adhere to the GLA’s criteria, so
Pipe’s words will be listened to attentively by architects. He said that in the light of recent criticism
of buildings such as SOM’s Manhattan Loft Gardens spoiling certain views of St Paul’s, the Mayor
will “ensure” that local conservation groups such as the cathedral itself are consulted “if any further
developments could impact on [designated] views.”
Pipe also said that the Mayor’s office “will review the London View Management Framework to
avoid situations like this in the future.” Future buildings will be measured against this pledge.
He countered any accusations that the London Plan was opposed to tall buildings however, saying in
its many iterations so far during the consultation, “it has never contained a presumption against tall
buildings”. He added: “It has always set out that tall buildings needed to not only be well designed,
but also in the right place.”
He expanded on what the Plan will do in terms of enforcing this in practice. “The new London Plan
will include stronger policies to ensure new tall buildings respect the character of existing
neighbourhoods, and explores how we can increase density.” And further: “The new Plan places
greater importance on design quality.”
While the profession will have to wait until next year to see how this plays out in practice, it seems
clear that the central authority aims to have a tighter grip on the fast-changing skyline of the capital
than was the case hitherto. It has seen an apparently ad hoc agglomeration of forms spring up over
the past 20 years or so which arguably could have benefitted from a more robust controlling vision.
As so often happens however, the decision-making process seems to be passed down to local teams.
Pipe concluded: “The new policy is clearer that boroughs need to identify areas where tall buildings
are acceptable in principle through the plan-making process.” This suggests it may end up being
somewhat horses for courses once again.
James Parker
Editor
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ON THE COVER...
After standing derelict for 40 years, Reading Lido
has been refurbished to modern standards, and is
now a location for both leisure and dining in the
aspiring town.
For the full report on this project, go to page 41
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LONDON DESIGN FESTIVAL

AHEC, Waugh Thistleton Architects
and Arup collaborate on tulipwood
CLT pavilion
Waugh Thistleton Architects, the American
Hardwood Export Council (AHEC)
and Arup are collaborating to present
‘MultiPly’, a modular cross-laminated
timber (CLT) pavilion that will be
constructed from tulipwood and exhibited
at the V&A in London from 15 September.
‘MultiPly’, one of London Design
Festival’s Landmark projects, will be
erected in the museum’s Sackler Courtyard,
comprising a “maze-like” series of
interconnected spaces that overlap and
intertwine, which is said to “encourage
visitors to re-think the way we design and
build our homes and cities”.
The structure will be built out of a
flexible system made of 17 modules of
American tulipwood CLT with digitally
fabricated joints. It will arrive on site as a
kit of parts and will be “simply and quietly
assembled in under a week”.
Because it is built out of modules,
the pavilion can be taken apart and
reassembled in a new home after the
London Design Festival.
Waugh Thistleton commented: “It
confronts two of the current age’s biggest
challenges, the dire need for housing and
the urgency to fight climate change, and
presents the fusion of modular systems
and sustainable construction materials as
a solution.”
“The main ambition of this project is to

publicly debate how environmental
challenges can be addressed through
innovative, affordable construction,”
commented Andrew Waugh, co-founder of
Waugh Thistleton. “We are at a crisis point
in terms of both housing and CO2
emissions and we believe that building
in a versatile, sustainable material such
as tulipwood is an important way of
addressing these issues.”
During the day, the 9 m high
installation is intended to be “fun and
playful”. The labyrinthine spaces will lead
visitors through a series of stairs, corridors
and open spaces, “inviting them to explore
the potential of wood in architecture”.
In the evenings, assisted by ambient
lighting, the pavilion will become a “quiet
and contemplative space,” encouraging
visitors to “reflect on the beauty of its
natural material”.
‘MultiPly’ embraces permeability to
allow views through to the facade and
courtyard, but also to entice festival-goers
into the pavilion, so that they can
experience new views of the existing
heritage facades of the V&A.
“Waugh Thistleton Architects has been
pioneering innovative uses of wood in
construction for decades. ‘MultiPly’
explores a new, more sustainable way of
building, bringing together a readily
available carbon-negative material with

modular design,” commented David
Venables, European director of AHEC.
Carolina Bartram, project director,
Arup added, “Continuing our exploration
of hardwood CLT on installations such
as The Timberwave, The Smile and
Endless Stair, MultiPly provides a playful
opportunity to experiment and innovate
with this tactile and adaptable material.
The seemingly simple series of stacked
boxes are a complex engineering
challenge, made more interesting by the
fact the sculpture sits on the newly
completed, elegant Sackler Courtyard
at the V&A. It is a privilege that as
engineers for the space, we are also
contributing engineering designs
for Multiply.”

Proud of your
Home Improvement Project?
Submit your
entry online by
July 27th
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To be awarded annually in association with the National
Home Improvement Council, the George Clarke Medal
recognises and rewards the UK’s best architect designed
home refurbishment / conversion or renovation project.
/HWȇVFHOHEUDWHDQGSURPRWH\RXUȴQHGHVLJQ

www.georgeclarkemedal.co.uk
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SFS fixings shape

Great architecture creates our skyline but
Architects may shape how buildings are designed, built and refurbished but it's the
humble fastener that ensures the structural strength and aesthetic beauty of the building's
original design intent.
To extend the building envelope's lifespan, SFS, world leader in the design and
manufacture of fastening systems, recommends its range of A4 stainless steel fasteners.

T: 0113 2085 500
W: www.sfsintec.co.uk
E: gb_technical@sfsintec.biz
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our landscape

it’s our fasteners that keep it standing
A4 fasteners provide better corrosion resistance, durability and longer warranties than
carbon or A2 stainless steel fasteners. And with the option to powder-coat heads to match
any profile, colour longevity is far better than for fasteners with moulded heads.
The combined performance and aesthetics of our A4 fasteners give you the confidence to
create sustainable buildings that will shape our landscape long into the future.
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HOTEL

Green light for Lincoln destination

SEMINARS
Is Off-Site The Future Of Construction?
12 July, Cambridge
www.architecture.com/whats-on

EXHIBITION
Superstructures: The New Architecture
1960–1990
24 March - 02 September, Norwich
www.architecture.com/whats-on

TRADE SHOWS
Decorex
16 - 19 September, London
www.decorex.com
100% Design
19 - 22 September, London
www.100percentdesign.co.uk

AWARDS
Susdrain SuDS Awards 2018
18 July, London
www.ciria.org

Plans for a six-storey hotel and luxury
restaurant in Lincoln city centre have
been approved following a meeting of
the City Council’s planning committee
which took place in May.
Designed by Lincoln-based architects
LK2, plans for the 5,371 ft2 site include
a 63 bedroom hotel and a top floor
independent restaurant, offering fine dining
and stunning views of the city.
In order for work to start on site, the
current building will be demolished to make
room for the new build, which has a
contemporary Art Deco design.
Adam Skidmore, architectural designer
at LK2 said: “We’re delighted to be working
on this scheme. As a Lincoln-based firm,
we’re proud to be part of the transformation
of the city, boosting the tourist economy and
bringing in more visitors.
“This new development will revitalise this
area and improve the streetscape with a
fresher, more contemporary appearance,
while providing visitors to Lincoln with

quality hotel accommodation and a unique
dining experience that can’t be found
anywhere else in Lincoln.
“We have worked closely with Lincoln
City Council to ensure the building design
reflects the character of the surrounding
area, while offering a modern contribution
to the city.”

EDUCATION

Planning granted for school by Pellings in Dover with
“unique” mix of mainstream and SEN provision
Kent County Council has granted detailed
planning consent for a “satellite school”
expansion to Whitfield Aspen School in
Dover – which project architect Pellings
described as a “unique” primary school
with a large specialist provision for pupils
with SEN (special educational needs).
Pellings developed the design for
the new school. Neil Werner, partner and
head of architecture at the multidisciplinary
practice, commented: “The school’s ethos is
to provide an inclusive school where
mainstream pupils and pupils with varying
special educational needs share the learning
environment and school activities. The
school is rare in its approach to combining
mainstream and SEN pupils in a way
where boundaries are blurred, and children
mix in both learning and play activities.”
The consented new school building
comprises two floors of accommodation
arranged to create three sides to an

WWW.ARCHITECTSDATAFILE.CO.UK

enclosed external courtyard. Two
classroom blocks containing mainstream
and SEN provision bookend a central
block which provides shared and specialist
space and the school’s administration hub.
The public face of the school building
has been “articulated via a play with
planes and materials and the presentation
of a large element of double-height
glazing,” said the architects.
The central courtyard offers a sheltered
informal area for play and learning
accessed from mainstream and SEN
classrooms. Beyond these shared spaces lies
the playing field, which is accessible to all.
The school will be built in two phases;
the first of which will provide the central
block and one classroom wing including
SEN and mainstream provision; the
second will provide the remaining classroom wing.
The design of the school has used the

topography of the site to provide changes
of level within the building to articulate
the design and also to encourage
development of children’s mobility skills.
A parents’ drop off zone has been
created within the site boundary for
safety and to avoid congestion on the
access road, which will serve a residential
development.
Vehicle management has been designed
to enable mini-bus and taxi drop-off for
pupils below a continuous canopy leading
directly to the main entrance.

ADF JULY 2018
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KENSINGTON

New
signature
building for
Kensington
SPPARC has completed 145 Kensington
Church Street, a 17,000 ft2 mixed-use
development in the Royal Borough of
Kensington and Chelsea.
Featuring three floors of office space
occupied by Savills and four luxury
residential apartments, the building is said
to draw its design inspiration from the
candle-making heritage of the area.
Praised by planners as a “cohesive
addition to the townscape”, SPPARC
worked closely with the local authority to
gain planning approval and to produce a
mixed-use development with a dynamic
facade which, according to the architects,
“compliments the character of the
Conservation Area while being
unapologetic about its modernity.”
Through a design that “reflects on the
traditional building hierarchy of the
surrounding conservation area,” SPPARC
was able to integrate a larger scaled
building onto the site.
The residential apartments that occupy
the second to fifth floors feature floor-toceiling windows and interiors finished with
whitewashed oak. A terrace situated on the
rooftop serves one of the two lateral
apartments, while the two duplex
apartments are served by balcony spaces.

The office space which fronts directly
onto Kensington Church Street is served
with bike storage and shower facilities at
the basement level.
The scheme’s design has been informed
by the candle-making heritage of this
part of Kensington with the main facade
resembling the candle creation process in
which wax was heated in a dipping
container. The precast panels contain a
quartz aggregate that gives a shimmering

effect to the facade.
Trevor Morriss, principal at SPPARC,
said: “We are delighted to have completed
this prominent contemporary building
within the heart of the Kensington
Conservation Area. The scheme balances
matters of scale, material quality and
functionality to achieve a building which
has distinctive architecture while
sensitively cohabiting with the surrounding
heritage context.”

AWARDS

World Architecture Festival reveals 2018 shortlist
The World Architecture Festival (WAF)
Awards 2018 – one of the world’s biggest
architectural awards programmes – has
revealed its shortlist.
Architects and designers generated 536
shortlisted entries across 81 countries for
the awards which received more than

WWW.ARCHITECTSDATAFILE.CO.UK

1,000 entries for the first time, 20 per cent
up compared with 2017.
Among the shortlisted projects are a
research centre in Riyadh, a village lounge
in rural China, a mosque without a minaret
in Iran and conversion of a disused grain
silo in South Africa. All types and sizes of

architectural projects are represented.
The top five countries entering WAF
2018 are; China, Australia, UK, Turkey and
the USA.
In addition to top global practices, many
smaller firms will take part to pitch against
bigger names.
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CONFERENCE & EXHIBITION

Materials for Architecture 2018 reviewed
Taking place at the ILEC Conference
Centre in May, Materials for Architecture
2018 was a conference and exhibition that
promised visitors “innovation in material
specification” with a high level speaker
programme which took the event up a
notch from its inaugural entry last year.
Architectural journalist and author
Ruth Slavid, who chaired the two-day
conference, reinforced the worth of the
subject matter, proposing that materiality
was “what turns abstract ideas into living,
operating, usable buildings.” She told the
audience: “With the best understanding
of materials, specifiers will have the
best-equipped armoury of knowledge
from which to create buildings that are
functional, beautiful, innovative
and environmental.”
Kicking off the first day, Nick Ling,
technical lead at Heatherwick Studio,
presented an impressive array of recent
projects by the practice in the context of

WWW.ARCHITECTSDATAFILE.CO.UK

what he said was a goal of reinventing
design typologies while pushing the
boundaries of material design and
specification – fitting the conference’s
theme precisely.
Starting with the Zeitz MOCAA in Cape
Town, which set a new museum and hotel
inside ‘carved out’ early-20th century grain
silos, Ling described how the challenge of
cutting through 42 huge concrete cylinders
was addressed: “We 3D mapped and
painstakingly defined them,” said Ling.
He also described the creation of
oscillating aluminium-embossed tassels for
the Bund Financial Centre in Shanghai, and
the merging of engineered timber cassettes
to create “a home that people wouldn’t
have dared build themselves” for Maggie’s
Yorkshire, both of which gave material
inspiration to the audience.
Michael Stacey of Michael Stacey
Architects made a grand tour of
aluminium, making a case for the material’s

appeal to architects, and for its place in the
sustainability Zeitgeist, focusing also on
durability. “One of the problems with
materials is architects tend to remember
what their professor told them in college,
and we need to remember to keep up to
date, from first principles,” said Stacey, also
calling for its expected service life to be
extended from 40 to 80 years.
VM Zinc’s Jonathan Lowy championed
the “timeless aesthetic” of zinc for building
envelopes, as well as explaining the useful
properties and innovative functions that the
material offers to architects and designers.
Architect James Walsh from studioanyo
catalogued some useful materials for
modular construction in his talk, followed
by Graeme Bell from Aurubis, who
discussed advances in copper and copper
alloys for architectural facades.
The Flintman Company’s David Smith
distilled 30 years of experience crafting flint
stone to share “the craftsman’s perspective”

ADF JULY 2018
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YOUR LIFE. YOUR FIRE.

THE ARCHITECT’S CHOICE
In a country where over 21 million homes are
connected to the natural gas grid, the potential
for gas fire installations is obvious. However,
interior designers are now getting turned on to
the visual impact of the most spectacular gas
fire formats and this is where ORTAL really
lead the way. With extra wide fires (standard
modular widths up to 4m), island fires such as
the CIRCLE 70 pictured above (top image),
tunnel fires, corner fires, three sided and even
hanging fires (lower image), an interior can be
arranged around a stunning focal point. With
around 80 different formats to choose from,
ORTAL fires are definitely the architect’s choice.
www.robeys.co.uk
Robeys Ltd, Riverside, Goods Road, Belper, Derbyshire DE56 1UU
Tel: 01773 820940 info@robeys.co.uk www.robeys.co.uk

Available through Robeys and selected retail
stores throughout the UK and Ireland.
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on building with such materials. Taking an
evolutionary perspective on the material, he
noted that “flint has changed from a
functional material to an aesthetic
material.” RIBA House of the Year 2015 –
Flint House – designed by architects Skene
Catling de la Peña and built by Smith’s
team, was used to illustrate the material’s
significant aesthetic versatility.
Smith stated, in defence of the
craftsman’s role in construction; “once you
respect and understand the properties of a
material, you can then understand what its
potential is”, advocating a profoundly
material approach to design.
In his talk ‘Expanding possibilities’,
Sheffield Hallam University’s Professor
Andrew Alderson hypothesised on
the potential of ‘auxetic’ materials,
whose physical properties change in use
– broadening as they are stretched –
and their possible application in
architecture. Such a material “gives us
a way of controlling light, heat or sound
in buildings,” Alderson said, adding:
“you could also have a thermally
responsive material”.
Chris Coonick of BRE National Solar
Centre explored the latest advances in
solar photovoltaics, followed by Hector
Archila of Amphibia BASE, who mined his
experiences building structures from
bamboo as the fodder for an enthralling
technical talk on the material’s properties,
possibilities and limitations.
ECAlab’s Amanda Wanner and Dr Rosa
Urbano Gutiérrez talked about the recent
innovations and future possibilities of
ceramics for sustainable architecture, and
technologies thereof. ‘Pushing the envelope’,
a discussion led by Neil Dobbs of
Multiplex, considered the innovation in
materials for facades with a number of the
contractor’s cutting-edge case studies,
including “the largest closed-cavity facade
installed in Europe” at 22 Bishopsgate.
“Our role was to ensure that what we were
developing was robust,” he told delegates.
“It’s a sealed system with dry air pumped
into it, giving very clear glass – the challenge
was to ensure it performs. We could not
access the cavity once it was on the building.”
The evening reception gathered experts
from industry, academia, and design to hear
a fascinating series of presentations in a
competition organised by Northumbria
University to reward innovation in materials. Student researchers pitched their
creations to judges, ranging from recycled
mineral wood geopolymers and 3D printing
drones, to explorations into the use of
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different supplementary cementitious
materials for concrete constructions.
Following talks from judges and
architects Cezary Bednarski (Bednarski
Studio) and Chris Loyn (Loyn + Co) on
their Manser Prize-winning projects, the
panel awarded Ehab Sayed, PhD student
at Northumbria University and founder
of biomaterials start-up BIOHM, the
£500 first prize. His team has been
developing bio-based materials such as
self-growing self-cleaning mycelium panels,
and fibreboard composed of recycled
organic refuse.
Alalea Kia, PhD researcher at Imperial
College London, was awarded a runner-up
prize of £200, donated by judge Elaine
Toogood of the Concrete Centre, for her
research into clog-resistant permeable
concrete paving.
Thursday’s lineup continued to offer
informative and technical content on
materials to delegates, starting with director
at Ramboll Simon Groves’ enigmatically
titled talk ‘Let’s make brick great again’. He
delved into the history of brick cladding as
well as concrete composites, and looked at
some of Ramboll’s own groundbreaking
projects such the Tate Modern’s 25 storey
load-bearing brick facade.
Elaine Toogood’s second appearance at
the conference updated delegates on the
progress made in sustainable concrete,

focusing on how the material’s
environmental performance is actually
measured in the industry. She explained how
BREEAM supports an all-encompassing
approach: “BREEAM is looking at
the performance rather than just the
sustainability of the material itself.”
Illustrating how light can be
conceptualised as a ‘material’ of sorts in
design, Luis Montero of Studio Seilern
Architects showcased Wellington College
which demonstrates Montero’s theory of
“structural lightness”. Next, Patrick
Usborne of dRMM, winners of the 2018
Stirling Prize, recounted the story behind
Maggie’s Oldham, a cancer support facility
constructed from tulipwood crosslaminated timber (CLT).
PLP Architecture’s Kevin Flanagan and
the University of Cambridge’s Dr Michael
Ramage combined to examine the potential
of CLT to build tall structures. The
premise for the discussion was laid out by
Ramage, who asserted, counter to many
preconceptions, that “the strength for
weight performance of timber is very good,
and we don’t give it enough credit. It’s as
good as steel and better than concrete.”
Timber tower proposals in Canada, the
Netherlands and Norway were displayed
along with the prospect of Oakwood Tower,
an 80-storey tower concept for London’s
Barbican, raising a barrage of questions
from visitors around fire, insurance, and the
ability of the material to stand up to wind
and seismic shocks.
He explained how the proposals
followed new advances in engineered timber
technology, and how the practice “took this
to heart with a material that offers a lighter
touch than concrete or steel.” Flanagan
added: “In Holland there is an appetite
for these types of projects from insurers,
and building code is changing in Canada.”
He closed by challenging the audience: “We
just need to create a new language.”
Later, Paolo Vimercati of Grimshaw and
Anthony Morgan of the Carbon Free Group
presented a new highly collaborative
approach to affordable carbon-free modular
housing – Atelio – which makes use of a
highly stable yet ecological glass ceramic
composite panel material.
“Can designers save the planet?” was
the big question asked by speaker Duncan
Baker-Brown of BBM Sustainable Design.
Ending the two-day conference programme
was Mark Dawson of Buro Happold, who
discussed how phase-change materials can
offer “ultimate thermal efficiency” to
buildings of the future.
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ASK THE
ARCHITECT

WHY DID YOU BECOME AN ARCHITECT?

Justin O’Connor,
conservation architect at
Corstorphine + Wright,
answers ADF’s questions
regarding his approach
to work, and its chief
focus – adapting and
reusing buildings

WHAT DO YOU ENJOY MOST ABOUT
YOUR WORK?

I was attracted to the profession as it
manages to balance creativity with
practical problem-solving. At its best helps
to improve the quality of the environment
we live in. The work is both challenging
and rewarding.

Recently my work as a conservation
architect has taken me into some wonderful
listed buildings – it’s a privilege to be able
to work to aid in their preservation.

WHAT IS THE HARDEST PART OF
YOUR JOB?
Deadlines.

WOULD YOU CONSIDER YOURSELF A
SPECIALIST IN HERITAGE, AND IS THIS
A DOUBLE-EDGED SWORD?
I would, but I don’t do heritage work
exclusively. I try and balance my workload
with new design projects.

WHAT IS YOUR PROUDEST
ACHIEVEMENT AS AN ARCHITECT?

Recently my work as a
conservation architect has
taken me into some
wonderful listed buildings
– it’s a privilege to be able
to work to aid in their
preservation
Justin O’Connor, conservation architect at
Corstorphine + Wright

A few years ago I worked on a local
authority lifetime housing scheme, which
was one of the first A-rated schemes and
was a showcase for sustainable energy
principles. It featured active and passive
measures, which included greywater
recycling, heat recovery, solar panels, and
sustainable materials.

WHAT’S YOUR BIGGEST CHALLENGE
CURRENTLY IN ADAPTING BUILDINGS?
As a society we place too much emphasis
on financial considerations. All
developments must be commercially viable
in order to happen. It’s important, but
shaping the environment we live in
shouldn’t be primarily a cost decision.

ARE WE LIKELY TO SEE A MAJOR
INCREASE IN REUSE OF EXISTING
BUILDINGS GIVEN LAND SCARCITY?
Undoubtedly! Especially within the context
of increased urbanisation and the mounting
concern over our environmental footprint.

ARE PLANNING DEPARTMENTS A BOON
OR A BURDEN?
It depends on your perspective. Some
property owners and developers might
argue the latter, but from the perspective
of the practitioner they are definitely a
boon. They afford badly needed protections
to our historic building fabric.

WWW.ARCHITECTSDATAFILE.CO.UK

WHAT’S YOUR CURRENT FAVOURITE
CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL?
Wood, and it always has been. It is beautiful, sustainable, versatile, and outperforms
almost all other materials. I have worked
with sash windows that are over 300 years
old, and are still working perfectly.

WHAT IS YOUR FAVOURITE BUILDING?
In London, it’s hard to top St Paul’s.

HOW CAN YOU SEE ARCHITECTS’ ROLE
CHANGING IN THE NEAR FUTURE?
I think there will be an increasing reliance
on technological innovation and the prefabrication of materials.

DO YOU TRY TO ENSURE CLIENTS HAVE
A CLEAR IDEA OF WHAT YOU DO?
It is vital, and not just with clients –
communication within the design team is
especially important.

WHAT ARE YOUR PROFESSIONAL
GOALS FOR 2018 AND BEYOND?
One has been to attend the international
architecture exhibition, the Biennale, in
Venice this year – Irish architects Yvonne
Farrell and Shelley McNamara of Grafton
Architects curated it.
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INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION

There’s a new heavyweight rising on the industrial landscape; the Sanifos.
Packed with over 50 years of expertise and innovation, it’s the big brother to our
Sanicubic range and our most uncompromising lifting station to date. Add to that the
substantial Saniflo shredding system and it’s easy to see why it’s so revolutionary.
Anything’s possible. Visit saniflo.co.uk to see how.
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SITE LINES

Doing more with less
James Parker visited the White Collar Factory in east London to discover
how the architects stripped the building back to its bare essentials to
harness concrete’s maximum performance, as well as its aesthetic qualities

S

ince it opened last spring, the White Collar Factory, part of the
Old Street Yard complex on Old Street’s ‘silicon’ roundabout
in east London, has been justly celebrated not only for its
rooftop running track but as a set of buildings which offers
high-end sustainability via a stripped back and focused design. A
considered embracing of unadorned concrete is the key component
of architects Alford Hall Monaghan and Morris’ approach and one
which adds immensely to the building’s overall aesthetic.
By exposing the concrete soffits, the benefits of thermal
mass have been fully realised, providing a natural, comfortable
atmosphere for staff to work in.
The White Collar Factory also features in-slab water cooling,
and there are five additional low-rise buildings around a public
courtyard, all of which have their concrete frames exposed inside
and out. It is the “connecting element” running through the scheme,
as project architect Adam Burgess tells ADF.

Spaces
The accommodation provided at ‘White Collar Factory at Old
Street Yard’ comprises offices, studios, incubator space, restaurants
and apartments set around a new piece of public realm, with the
sixteen-storey White Collar Factory tower at its heart. This major
new office building features flexible floor plates, operable windows
allowing for extensive natural ventilation, and generous volumes
with active exposed concrete soffits and core.
The development is fully let, with tenants including design
software king Adobe, structural engineer AKT II, and office space
provider The Office Group, with the latter fitted out by AHMM to
provide an exciting flexible co-working space.
The mini-tower represents a new type of development that
takes its cue from the multi-level factory typology so beloved of
tenants occupying renovated former industrial space across
London. Due to there being no suspended ceilings, with all
ductwork and electrical services exposed, the floor to soffit
heights are 3.45 metres, significantly more generous than
traditional speculative office buildings.
According to Adam Burgess, this project is distinguished by its
having taken the factory style approach to its ultimate conclusion
with “services, structure and facade working together in both
form and function, removing excess from the building and doing
more with less”.

Setting out
There is a strong trend for exposing soffits and ductwork, in this
case however it has not been done to follow fashion, but chiefly to
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The rigour is in the workmanship
and process, not the finish
Adam Burgess, Alford Hall Monaghan and Morris

strip the building back to basics in order to optimise performance.
In tandem with this, the designers have meticulously set out services
in order to achieve an architecturally ordered visual result.
While Burgess says the trend for exposed services has in many
cases “become ornament,” here AHMM have stripped the building
back to the necessities with traditionally hidden functional items
such as ventilation and sprinkler runs becoming an integral part of
the architecture. “Therefore,” he says, “it was important that we
co-ordinated and controlled the setting out, even down to conduits.”
This painstaking approach extended to the board-marked
concrete exterior, which expresses the nature of its construction,
giving an “honest, process driven finish”. Says Burgess, “By
understanding the concrete construction process and the impacts
this had on the final product, we could pragmatically set out key
elements such as tie holes, construction joints and pump positions
within the formwork, so when struck the final finish was
co-ordinated and coherent” The effect of this is to break up the
exterior and add character and interest.
Says Burgess: “We understood all the elements that were going
to scar the concrete, but decided early on that we wanted to
work with these elements rather than fight against them.” AHMM
set a demanding brief to contractors on attention to detail:
“We were aware of the commercial realities of delivering so
much exposed concrete, so it was important to work with the
subcontracting teams to focus on controllable elements such as
setting out and workmanship.”
On close inspection, the natural imperfections of the concrete
process are evident, with honeycombing, grout loss and movement
joints all visible. Burgess explains: “With high-finish concrete you
might seek to remediate these minor defects, but with this, it was a
case of saying this is part of the character of the concrete, so let’s go
with it. We wanted an honest and characterful finish.”
The result is a moderated, elegant combination of precise
concrete forming, with an unfinished aesthetic – the best of both
worlds, exemplified in the massive 1200 mm solid concrete column
holding up the reception soffit. “The rigour is in the workmanship
and process, not the finish,” says Burgess.

The right mix
The design team had to achieve a fit for purpose material which
could also be poured quickly and efficiently by the contractor. “It
had to be commercially applied because it’s a large speculative
development, and not a small scale bespoke resi project.” Including
recycled ingredients for sustainability goals meant hitting a delicate
balance to maintain efficiency and the desired aesthetics. Says
Adam: “We wanted a fairly warm colour, and had to experiment
with the mixes and how the cement substitutes affected it” –
testing included creating a series of large scale mock-ups that
experimented with formwork.
The finished concrete has a warm tone close to that of the
white-oiled rough sawn timber it is paired with in reception areas
to the low-rise buildings and the floor of the Factory’s reception.
The architects wanted a natural board-marked finish, however the
traditional timber shuttering approach was not commercially
practical due to the jumpform construction method being used
meaning timber would be wasted and excess time spent.
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AHMM worked with a timber merchant and concrete formwork
maker Reckli to create a bespoke silicone mould which had “just
the right amount of texture to not look like a caricature of timber,
but would give a natural finish.” Adam Burgess says that the focus
was on “working with the process to get the most out of it.”
While the formwork needed to be changed slightly at different
levels, the bespoke liners could be reused, making it much quicker
and easier.

Sustainability
The project has achieved BREEAM Outstanding with a score of 94
per cent, as well as LEED Platinum, and is targeted to save 25 per
cent of the energy of a standard spec office.
Reaching the high sustainability standards meant employing a
range of passive strategies, beyond harnessing exposed concrete’s
thermal benefits. For example perforated metal panels act as
brise soleil and the percentage of glazing varies depending on the
elevation to control solar gain, with glazing restricted to the south
and increased to the north.
However in-slab cooling, still “relatively new to this country,”
says Burgess, forms a key part, the soffit cooled with embedded
water pipes. He says there have only been a “handful” of buildings
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so far in the UK, which have all been somewhat smaller than the
White Collar Factory.
The concept is simple but effective. The concrete’s thermal mass
maintains the temperature of the internal environment with a much
higher efficiency than traditional air conditioning or fan coil units.
However if it does get too hot in summer months, occupants
used to traditional spec office buildings have been pleased to
discover that here they can tweak their environment. They can
open windows (if a ‘traffic light’ on their floor tells them it’s OK to
do so) or switch on local trench heaters and coolers.
Burgess believes strongly in the longevity of concrete as part of
its sustainability case. “You can crush and reuse it, but it’s also
going to stand the test of time, it’ll still be there in 200 years if
needed. It has the permanence that many modern materials lack”.

Conclusion
The architects are justifiably proud of this project as a high-profile
example of the power of exposed concrete’s aesthetics as well as its
performance. He states: “It is an amazingly versatile material. If
you are prepared to expose it, work with it and understand it, it
has so much inherent variety and texture – if done properly, it can
be quite beautiful.”
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NEW ARRIVALS
Rounding up the latest movers and in-house
appointments across the industry

BOARD RESTRUCTURE
RACE COTTAM ASSOCIATES

CHRIS JEFFCOATE AND ANDREW MITCHELL
THE MANSER PRACTICE

Yorkshire-based architects Race Cottam
Associates is restructuring its senior management
team as part of its long-term development and
expansion plans. The new leadership at the
practice will be spearheaded by long-serving
director David Speddings, who succeeds company
co-founder David Cottam as managing director.
Joining David on the new board of directors will be
Laurie Cottam, who will take the lead in the
company’s civic, public sector and commercial
projects, and Pauline Lake, who is responsible for
business development and specialises in the
school sector.

© Rabee Younes

Architecture and interiors practice The Manser Practice has announced the promotions of two members
of staff, Chris Jeffcoate and Andrew Mitchell. Involved in award-winning residential, healthcare and
transport projects across the UK, The Manser Practice comprises a “young and creative design team
which has cultivated a reputation for delivering innovative design solutions at every scale”. Jeffcoate has
been promoted from senior associate to director, and Mitchell has been made an associate. Jonathan
Manser, CEO of The Manser Practice said: “2017 was a busy and successful year. We are expanding our
international work and are continuing to develop our portfolio here in the UK. These promotions reward
the contribution that Chris and Andrew have made to The Manser Practice in recent years.”
He continued: “Both will play a key role in our leadership team as we continue to evolve as a practice,
ensuring that we continue to deliver projects to the high standards that our clients expect from us.” Since
joining The Manser Practice in 2008, Chris has had a key role on a number of projects including the
Spring Mews mixed-use development in Vauxhall. Andrew joined the London office in 2011 as an
architectural assistant. He gained early experience in space-planning and interior detailing working with
our interiors team. From this he moved on to working on the planning of large to mid-scale residential
schemes in London.
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ADRIAN LAHOUD
SHARJAH ARCHITECTURE TRIENNIAL

PAUL THRUSSELL
CORSTORPHINE + WRIGHT

Sharjah Architecture Triennial has announced the
appointment of Adrian Lahoud, as curator of the
first edition. Taking place in November 2019 in
the Emirate of Sharjah, the Triennial is claimed to
be the “first major platform to invite dialogue on
architecture and urbanism in the Middle East,
North Africa and South Asia”. Lahoud is an
internationally recognised architect, urban
designer, and researcher. He commented: “I
am thrilled to be given the opportunity to
shape the inaugural edition of the Sharjah
Architecture Triennial and to find ways of
supporting an emerging generation of architects,
artists and scholars.”

Corstorphine + Wright has appointed Paul
Thrussell as a director of the practice, based in
Leeds and London. Paul has joined Corstorphine +
Wright with a key focus on commercial
architecture, development of the Leeds studio, and
generating new business. Over his 30 year career,
Paul “has provided award-winning innovative
commercial design solutions for investment,
end-user, and developer clients throughout the UK
and Europe”. Paul Turner, director at Corstorphine
+ Wright, said: “Paul’s experience across a range
of key sectors is absolutely invaluable, he will be
instrumental in ensuring a continued pipeline of
future opportunities for Corstorphine + Wright.”
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INTERNATIONAL
FOCUS
Showcasing the latest projects from around the world –
visit www.architectsdatafile.co.uk for full information
SOLLENTUNA HILLS, SWEDEN
SSM
SSM is now starting production of their second
rental unit project, Sollentuna Hills. The project
comprises 94 homes in Väsjön, Sollentuna, a
growing urban area close to nature. The
Sollentuna Hills project was initially planned as a
pure co-operative apartment project with 183
apartments but was restructured into a rental unit
project and a co-operative apartment project of 94
homes each. The architecture of Sollentuna Hills
will feature plaster facades and building sections
of varying heights. “It is with great pleasure that
we announce the start of production of SSM’s
second rental unit project. These 94 rental units
will be a much-needed addition to Stockholm’s
rental market,” says Mattias Roos, president and
CEO of SSM.

BODRUM LOFT, TURKEY
TABANLIOGLU ARCHITECTS

DJI HEADQUARTERS, CHINA
FOSTER + PARTNERS
Foster + Partners have unveiled their vision for the new headquarters for robotics firm DJI. As the “heart
of innovation” for the company, the new building “defies the traditional idea of office space to form a
creative community in the sky”, said the architects. The twin towers combine research and development
spaces with office and other public functions. The floors are arranged in “floating volumes” cantilevered
from central cores by large steel megatrusses. The towers are linked by a sky bridge. Grant Brooker, head
of studio, Foster + Partners said: “Our aim is to create a unique workplace environment that embodies
the spirit of invention and innovation that has allowed DJI to lead the world in robotics and technology.”

WWW.ARCHITECTSDATAFILE.CO.UK

Turkish architecture firm Tabanlioglu Architects’
Bodrum Loft project is located in the coastal hills
of Turkey’s Mugla province. Tabanlioglu Architects
were able to create a “perfect interaction”
between nature and modern architecture. A
mixture of open and closed spaces is the core of
the design, that makes residents feel “a part of
nature,” said the architects. The green roofs are
designed to be “an elongation of the natural
topography”. The “mixture of people and nature
continues on the material level”; stones,
excavated on the site, will be repurposed in
facades, walkways and retaining walls.
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BUDAPEST BRIDGE, HUNGARY
UNSTUDIO

360° VIEW TOWER, FRANCE
LAN ARCHITECTURE
LAN Architecture Office has just delivered
the first building of the future Polaris District –
The 360° View Tower, a “panoramic” 18-storey
tower in Nantes. The 360° View Tower represents
the “end and the beginning” of the Brossette
block, said the architects. The building is the
highest of all buildings comprising the city block,
culminating at 55 metres above the ground floor.
The 360° View Tower takes full advantage of its
height, “opening broadly onto its context and
especially onto the Loire River and the city’s
historic centre. The building serves as a signal for
the development”.
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SIEBEL CENTER FOR DESIGN, URBANA-CHAMPAIGN, USA
BOHLIN CYWINSKI JACKSON
The University of Illinois has celebrated the groundbreaking for the new Siebel Center for Design. The
new facility, designed by architecture firm Bohlin Cywinski Jackson (BCJ), will provide UI students with
spaces for “making and learning” across all disciplines. “We wanted to create a building that focuses on
human-centred design, one that encourages students to think more broadly,” said architect Peter Bohlin,
BCJ’s founding principal. “Everything will have multiple uses – we imagine people utilising the spaces in
ways neither you nor I can predict.” The 59,000 ft2 building will feature five collaboration studios that
house up to 400 students; a large-scale construction and prototyping studio; and an open-space
workshop. There will also be dedicated rooms for digital audio, video and virtual reality technologies, as
well as public gathering spaces and galleries.

© Benoy

UNStudio has won an international architectural
design competition for the New Budapest
Bridge – the first international bridge design
competition in Hungary for over 120 years.
UNStudio’s design “places a new landmark bridge
within the Budapest landscape that is both
contemporary in design and innovative in
structural form,” said the architects. A cablestayed bridge with a main span of 220 metres
offers unobstructed views on multiple levels from
and towards the bridge and creates a new urban
landmark underlining the development of
Budapest’s south. The steel pylons are finished in
a sheen finish white paint. This finish “endows
the bridge with an ever changing appearance, as
the result of its ability to pick up tints and tones
from the surrounding environment”.

YUQIAO SCIENCE INNOVATION CENTRE, CHINA
BENOY
Benoy has won the design competition for the Yuqiao Science Innovation Centre project in Shanghai.
Benoy’s winning design is spread over three plots and connected via above-ground pedestrian walkways.
At each “main connection point” there is a prominent plaza which will act as a “natural gathering area
and focal point” for the retail and commercial offerings within the development. The project has been
specifically designed to cater to artificial intelligence (AI) development, identified as one of the top
priority industries in the country. The “AI Park” will be the most prominent component of the scheme
and be integrated with research and commercial facilities including high-end office towers, corporate
headquarters, retail, an intelligent R&D building and serviced apartments. “Our design has balanced the
needs of the growing business community with the vision to create a world-leading science innovation
centre. We have worked to integrate each of the components seamlessly so the centre will be a place to
bring differing user groups together,” explained Benoy director and lead designer Qin Pang.
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CPD FOCUS

The latest CPD courses, seminars and documents for architects

‘STEP ON IT!’ SPECIFICATION OF
ENTRANCE MATTING

HEAT FREE JOINTING CPD MODULE
LAUNCHED BY PEGLER YORKSHIRE

BOILERMAG DELIVERS SUCCESSFUL
HEATING SYSTEM PROTECTION

Quantum Flooring Solutions –
RIBA approved CPD
seminar ‘STEP ON IT!’ is a
presentation and discussion
dealing with the subject of
specifying safe and effective
entrance matting. The CPD
presentation includes: What
entrance matting is designed to
achieve and how to select the
right one; How recent BRE
guidelines affect the choices for
specifiers; Environmental and
health and safety considerations
applicable to the manufacture,
installation and maintenance of
entrance matting.
0161 627 4222
www.quantumprofilesystems.com

Pegler Yorkshire has launched
its latest Continuous Personal
Development (CPD) module
aimed at supporting the increase
in heat free jointing requirements.
The new accredited CPD module,
‘Benefits of Heat Free Jointing’,
addresses key issues now found
on many projects where heat is
not permissible. Other online
training modules developed by
Pegler Yorkshire and, which can
be accessed via ‘My PY' on the
company's website, cover topics
such as; Central Heating,
Taps & Mixers, Metal Push-fit
and Commissioning.
01302 560 560
www.pegleryorkshire.co.uk

Ingleton Wood is the latest
company to have received
BoilerMag’s Continuing
Professional Development course
on best practice for heating
system protection. The CPD
course on best practice for
heating system protection was
delivered by Bernard Barrett,
BoilerMag’s Specification Sales
Manager and is aimed at industry
professionals. The presentation
aims to give an explanation of the
best practice for heating system
protection, including the reasons
and causes for protecting a
heating system.
0114 225 0624
www.boilermag.com

DELTA MEMBRANE RIBA APPROVED
DOUBLE POINT CPD SEMINAR

RENOLIT LAUNCHES NEW RIBA
APPROVED SURFACE DESIGN CPD

RIBA APPROVED XPS SUSPENDED
GROUND FLOOR SEMINAR

‘Waterproofing: BS8102:2009
The Protection of Below Ground
Structures Against Water from the
Ground’, from Delta Membrane
Systems Limited, is designed to
help you design and specify
waterproofing solutions to British
Standard BS8102: 2009. It will
help you to understand the forms
or types of waterproofing available covering types A, B and C
and their placement, the grades of
waterproofing protection and
understand the importance of
using a waterproofing specialist.
Delta Membrane Systems Limited
has been rigorously assessedby
the RIBA and our seminar is
worth double CPD points to
RIBA Chartered Architects.
01992 523 523
www.deltamembranes.com

RENOLIT has launched a new
CPD seminar on the flexibility
and uses of thermoformable PVC
as a decorative surface which
illustrates the benefits of PVC
films over other decorative
surface materials. The seminar
provides architects with an
understanding about PVC and its
common uses within interior
construction projects. It informs
how to recognize different types
of surfaces films, their
applications and raises awareness
of some specialist applications.
01670 718222
www.renolit.com/design

Cellecta, the specialist Acoustic
and Thermal Insulation
manufacturer, has launched a
new RIBA approved CPD
seminar, ‘XPS Suspended Ground
Floors’. The seminar is designed
to provide practical insight in
XPS Suspended Ground Floors
and covers important topics
such as the UK regulations
associated with suspended
flooring, why you would use XPS
flooring. You can request more
information or book a CPD at
your premises free of charge.
01634 296677
www.cellecta.co.uk
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NEW SIKA SARNAFIL FLAT ROOFING
CPD MEETS MODERN DEMANDS

Sika Sarnafil has launched a new
RIBA accredited Continual
Professional Development (CPD)
seminar, ‘Selecting Flat Roofing
System to Meet Modern
Demands’, for those wanting to
specify high performance flat
roofing that meets the most upto-date legislative requirements.
In response to a fast-paced
industry, the experts at Sika
Sarnafil created the CPD
specifically to meet the needs of
architects and specifiers. The
seminar aims to inspire, educate
and reassure by covering all the
vital knowledge required to
ensure a successful and effective
roof system. The CPD provides
specifiers with a breakdown of all
the typical roof build-ups from
cold and warm to protected roofs,
with the new addition of blue
roofs, through simple and
engaging animations. This is
accompanied by information on
important design considerations,
materials and workmanship. A
further upgrade to the seminar
is the inclusion of extra expertise
on energy efficiency, BRE
Accredited Details, sustainability
and BIM to help architects, FMs,
building managers and surveyors
that are under increasing pressure
to source environmentally
responsible roofing products.
Richard Lawton, Regional Sales
Manager – South, Sika Sarnafil
says: “Attending this CPD aids
the decision-making process when
choosing the perfect roof for
a project.”
01707 394444
gbr.sarnafil.sika.com/en/newbuilds/contact/request-a-cpd.html
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TWO NEW RIBA ASSESSED CPD
SEMINARS FROM COMAR

GEZE UK: LEARNING COULD BE
A LIFESAVER

NEW SCHUECO SEMINARS WILL
ADDRESS COMPLIANCE ISSUES

SWEGON’S CPD SEMINAR,
A BREATH OF FRESH AIR

In two RIBA assessed seminars,
Comar outlines: ‘Stand & Deliver:
a Study of curtain Walling’ – the
design of curtain walling, it's
properties and how it is used by
specifiers. This seminar aims to
offer an understanding of the
points of Hll in the NBS
specification system, and how
best to make use of it. ‘Designing
functions & reliability into
entrances’ – the issues that
influence the function of main
entrance design and technology.
This seminar aims to offer an
understanding of how user
expectation influences door
design and links this with
hardware selection, entrance
configuration and floor finishes.
020 685 9685
www.comar-alu.co.uk

GEZE UK has revised a piece
of lifesaving learning – its popular
RIBA-approved CPD on
specifying, installing and
maintaining ironmongery for fire
doors. The 40-minute seminar
explains what fire doors are,
identifies their various
components, how they work, the
standards and regulations which
surround them and why smoke is
so dangerous. It is intended for
Chartered members of RIBA but
is also suitable for facilities
managers, property managers and
architectural ironmongers and
completely updates the 2016
version. CPD presentations can be
arranged at architects’ practices at
a time to suit.
01543 443000
www.geze.co.uk/geze/cpd

Sustainable building envelope
specialist, Schueco UK, has
announced that it will be running
a series of free seminars designed
to address compliance issues in
the aluminium facades, windows
and doors market in the UK.
Schueco UK believes that
following the publication of the
final report of the Hackitt
Review, compliance is a topic that
every responsible company needs
to address urgently and expects
that demand for these seminars
will be very high. The first
seminar will address regulations
and compliance issues relating to
aluminium and steel fire systems.
mkinfobox@schueco.com
www.schueco.co.uk

Swegon’s CPD seminar, ‘A Breath
of Fresh Air’, outlines the
importance of properly selecting
an air distribution system and the
impact this can have upon the
comfort and well-being of end
users and building occupants.
The seminar explains the
variety of room requirements
and what product to use where,
when and why. For consultants,
building service engineers and
architects, having a thorough
understanding of air distribution
systems will aid the design of a
particular project.
01746 761921
swegonair.co.uk/cpds
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NEWS

Bauder and E.J. Roberts win Green Roofing
Award at the Roofing Awards 2018

B

auder has been recognised at this year’s
NFRC Roofing Awards. The award
ceremony took place at the Park Plaza
Westminster Bridge hotel where Bauder and
approved contractor, E. J. Roberts, picked up
the Green Roofing award. The winning
project was a BioSOLAR roof on a Clapham
Park residential block.
The refurbishment of the 500m2 roof,
which is part of the wider regeneration
at Clapham Park, needed to include a
green roof and a renewable energy system
to meet the objectives of sustainability
and energy efficiency highlighted by the
planning committee. Consequently, Bauder’s
BioSOLAR system which integrates a
mounting solution for solar panels with a
green roof was specified to meet all the
planning requirements. Approved contractor
E.J. Roberts Ltd installed the Bauder products
on the 500m2 roof area while M&M
Electrical fitted the 116m2 PV area with the
70 modules.

adf

Bauder’s
technical
director
Nigel
Blacklock, was in attendance to receive the
award and spoke of the company’s
success: "Bauder is always delighted to be
recognised by the NFRC Roofing Awards
which serves as an industry benchmark for
excellence and best practice. Our success with
the Bauder BioSOLAR project on Clapham

Park highlights the cohesive stance Bauder
embraces in line with today’s construction
and building market as it calls for rooftop
solutions with innovative technologies for
environmental advantages in order to
maximise the potential of roof areas.”
01473 257671 www.bauder.co.uk
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Vortice contemplates the air we breathe

Signbox wins FESPA Gold Award

We spend more than 90 per cent of our time
indoors, the quality of the air we breathe can
be fifty times more polluted than outdoor
air, with all the associated health risks. A
continuous mechanical extract system from
Vortice can cost less than £5 a year to run and
is well worth the investment. Another option,
particularly useful for new build properties is a mechanical ventilation
system with heat recovery. Vortice heat recovery systems come with
smart controllers which will warn the occupant when the filters need
cleaning or changing.

Signage specialist, Signbox, has won a
FESPA Gold Award in the Decals &
Printed Labels category for its work at
Cardinia Real Estate UK’s Bankside offices
in London. Signbox helped transform
Cardinia Real Estate’s Southbank offices
with colourful and distinctive displays. 39 graphic artworks that
reflect the sites, scenes and people of London were designed by five
prominent artists and installed by Signbox, who advised on the most
appropriate choice of materials to use for the varying locations, and
printed and installed the selected artworks.

01283 492949 www.vortice.ltd.uk

01784 438688 www.signbox.co.uk

Vent-Axia welcomes new consultation

Area Sales Manager for Yeoman Shield

Vent-Axia is delighted to welcome DEFRA’s
new Clean Air Strategy consultation, which
confirms the importance of clean air in the
home. The DEFRA Clean Air Strategy also
points to volatile organic compounds
(VOCs) posing a risk to health and states that there are a number of
practical ways to reduce indoor air pollution from VOCs. To help
protect health in the home Vent-Axia has been working hard to
provide ventilation solutions to improve IAQ for households.
Designed to work with the natural air infiltration, continuous
ventilation systems control the air path through the home.

Yeoman Shield, manufacturers, suppliers and installers
for over 50 years of wall & door protection products,
have appointed a new Area Sales Manager to service
the Midlands. Scott Callow joins the company with a
wealth of experience in construction material sales
both in the UK and abroad having spent part of his
career in Dubai as an Export Sales Manager. His
career has progressed through the years from the hands on technical
side of being a UPVC window installer to achieving a position in sales
which he has excelled in. This knowledge will hold him in good stead
when out in the field promoting Yeoman Shield products.

0844 856 0590 www.vent-axia.com/healthyhomes

0113 279 5854 www.yeomanshield.com

Norcros Adhesives is a winner!
Norcros Adhesives, the tile adhesive, grout
and preparation products manufacturer, has
just a won the Gold Award for Best
Environmental Initiative at the recent Tile
Association Awards. This achievement is
impressive enough in its own right, but is
even more so, since this is now the third year
in a row that the company has won this prestigious accolade. The
company’s work on environmental improvement goes back to the
time of its founding. Since the earliest days it has been the intention
to eliminate waste going to landfill.
01782 524140 www.norcros-adhesives.com

A. Proctor Group achieves STA
The Structural Timber Association (STA) has
awarded the A. Proctor Group with their highest
accreditation level possible in their STA Assure
quality assurance scheme. The STA Assure Gold
Accreditation is the latest accolade for the A.
Proctor Group, a company who has been delivering the highest
quality products and services to the construction industry for over 80
years. Communications Director, Angela McIntyre, says: ‘We’re
delighted with our new STA Gold Accreditation. We hope this, along
with our other certifications, will provide customers with complete
reassurance and peace of mind when using our specialist products”.
01250 872261 www.proctorgroup.com
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Heritage tiling expertise gives Pontcanna
Tiling a TTA Award win

P

ontcanna (Victorian) Tiling &
Restoration of Cardiff have had
their expertise in heritage tiling
recognized at the recent Tile Association
Awards, where they won the top Award for
Best Heritage Project.
The company has worked on many
heritage projects, a sector in which it has
established a reputation extending far beyond
its local area. The TTA Award relates to the
company’s work on the Chancel and Altar of
St Dingat’s Church in New Tredegar, 20 miles
North of Cardiff. This has been a renowned
conservation project, and Pontcanna
was called in by the main conservation
company Taliesin Conservation Ltd to
provides specialist assistance on the tiling
elements of the job.
Pontcanna were asked to put together a
plan for restoring the geometric floors in
the church, which comprises a chancel and
single-aisled navel under a continuous ridge,
built in 1892/3 to designs of Seddon &

Carter, with the south aisle added by them in
1899. The Six levels of the Altar and Chancel
comprised 229 Ruabon glazed encaustic 4in
and 3in square tiles in six different
patterns. The base on which they and 3,000
plain tiles were originally laid, had been
eroded by salts after being buried beneath
carpet for decades.
Although the intention of the project was
to restore the floors to their original design,

the cost of replacing the encaustic tiles would
have been prohibitive, so Pontcanna’s plan
was to salvage and remachine all the tiles on
an individual basis, a painstaking process,
requiring great patience to avoid the tiles
blistering. Despite the poor base quality and
the fact that many of the tiles had become
stuck to the neighbouring ones, they salvaged
99 per cent intact.
The whole project was delivered seven
days ahead of schedule to a vastly reduced
budget and to an extremely high quality.
This enabled the conservation contractors
to complete their programme of works and
to hand the Church back in time for its
festivity calendar.
Pontcanna’s other work has included a
large number of commercial and domestic
projects in and around Cardiff, and also the
rest of the UK and even the occasional
job overseas.
0300 365 8453 www.tiles.org.uk

Metal Technology facade for a ‘diamond’ finish
The former Thales site in the Gatwick Diamond area of Crawley has been transformed into a £19 million
office development. The offices, which have been let by South East Coast Ambulance Service, feature
Metal Technology’s System 17 capped high-rise curtain walling in conjunction with System 5-20D Hi+ thermal
doors. SEC Ambulance Chief Executive Daren Mochrie said: “We’re delighted staff are now working in the
new HQ and EOC. The building provides the Trust with modern, fit-for-purpose premises.” System 17 offers
a diverse range of profiles engineered to provide not only impressive ascetics but full structural integrity with
high levels of weather performance and thermal enhancement, delivering design flexibility to any application.
System 5-20D Hi+ doors are designed to integrate perfectly into the facade design and feature bespoke
polyamide thermal break technology for superior thermal performance while maintaining high levels of
weather performance and security enhancement. Client, Surrey County Council, has heralded the project as
an exemplar for developing revenue streams from brownfield development.
028 9448 7777 www.metaltechnology.com

Design a Brighter Future

Leighton Hospital receives a facelift

VELUX is holding a series of Design a Brighter
Future Breakfast Events for construction
professionals. Attendees will gain an insight into how
VELUX is championing the potential of daylight and
ventilation and how it can transform healthcare
outcomes. Each event will include keynote speakers
who will be sharing their vision of how natural light and ventilation
can transform lives in the built environment. The events are taking
place at Belfast (11 Sep), London (18 Sep), Birmingham (23 Oct),
Glasgow (7 Nov) and Edinburgh (21 Nov). Tickets are free. Please
visit Eventbrite.co.uk and search for “VELUX”.

Leighton Hospital is being updated with 104 new
windows from PVC-U manufacturer Profile 22. David
Jackson, Managing Director of Bolton based Astra
Windows said: “We’ve been using Profile 22 products
since 1989 because they’re great to install and our
clients are always happy with the way they look and
perform.” Dominic Gregory, Contracts Manager at
Truline, said: “The new windows not only provide better functionality,
but will also greatly enhance the thermal performance of the building,
saving the client money on its heating bills, as well as providing
improved aesthetics for many years to come.”

www.velux.co.uk

01952 290 910 www.profile22.co.uk
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SUNBEAMS MUSIC TRUST
PENRITH, CUMBRIA

In harmony with nature
A music therapy centre in Cumbria saw a young architect engage in a
labour of love – designing a finely crafted building which refers to its
rural location with copious natural materials. James Parker reports
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The site’s geology allowed
the architects to both
nestle the building into
the landscape and offer
south-facing rural views
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unbeams is a music therapy charity
which last year celebrated 25 years of
helping people with a wide range of
disabilities across the north of England.
Often working in sub-standard facilities,
such as space in underused local authority
or NHS buildings, their participation-based
therapy gives users an important means of
communication which otherwise may be
very difficult.
Service users range from young children
with often severe disabilities, or
behavioural and emotional problems, to
people with Alzheimer’s and dementia –
one of the goals of special needs teacher
and Sunbeams founder Annie Mawson was
to provide ‘Music for Life’. Her belief in
harnessing the power of music as an
inclusive healing tool is corroborated by
several grant funding bodies including
charity sponsor, social justice charity
COINS Foundation, which said the therapy
“invokes a sense of belonging to a huge
variety of people.”
The only missing piece of the jigsaw was
a decent facility from which to operate –
including the space to store and house the
trust’s growing administrative functions –
and this was where architect (and Annie’s
nephew) Will Mawson entered the scene.
While in the final year of his degree and
trying to find the right topic for his thesis,
he realised that his own love of music and
close connection to Annie’s charity were
pointing him in an obvious direction.
Mawson tells ADF: “I was intrigued by
music therapy – how it works, and what
conditions might make it more successful.”
He began researching the ideal facility to
support it, using Annie’s practical expertise
(she is also a harpist and singer), as well as
the leading UK music therapy provider
Nordoff Robbins as key sources of information: “They kindly let me have a look
round their centre in London, at the time
the only purpose-built centre in Europe.”
With his studies having taught him that
music therapy ideally required people to be
“in a calm and tranquil state of mind,” he
sited his ideal unit on the shore of
Ullswater, the famously idyllic Cumbrian
lake. This was the polar opposite of
Sunbeams’ current facilities, but
serendipitously, the eventual site of charity’s
new home would not be far away.
After graduation, Mawson began
working at Newcastle practice Napper
Architects. He explains how a few months
later, he got an unexpected call from his
aunt: “Just so you know, we had a board
meeting last night, and it was unanimously

approved that we are going to build a
centre.” Despite her enthusiasm for
applying his model in reality, he had to
manage her expectations about the size of
the challenge; at the time the charity were
renting small office space in a country
house and had never built a building before.
However the momentum began to build
regardless, with the charity’s reputation
seeing it gifted a difficult site, landlocked by
the M6 near Penrith, but Mawson designed
and got planning permission for a scheme.
Then in another twist, a further site was
gifted to the charity. This one was perfect,
fairly isolated on the brow of a hill with
uninterrupted views into the Ullswater
valley, and a 100 year peppercorn rent.
Mawson says that the iterations his
model had been through were a benefit,
enabling the design to be refined. “Because
we’d been through these processes of
knuckling down and saying ‘what was it
you really want from your centre?’, this
final one designed itself really quickly”.

Form
Sloping down away from the A66, the
site’s geology allowed the architects to
both nestle the building into the landscape
and offer wonderful south-facing rural
views. As Mawson says, “We wanted it to
appear to have grown out of the earth, so
we really embedded it into the ground, for
passive energy reasons as well as to help it
through planning.”
Mawson explains that as the terrain
“kicks up” slightly, he was able to tuck the
building into the slight depression near the
top of the slope, and follow the lateral
curve of the site. As a result the building,
already a low single-storey structure,
hunkers down and becomes part of the
landscape. Its north elevation is buried into
the hill so that only the slate wall is visible
from the grass and wild-flower covered
field above, plus the tops of three hexagonal
lozenge-shaped ‘pods.’ Two smaller pods
house therapy and meeting space, and a
third larger structure functions as a
workshop and performance hall.
A curved overall volume containing
circulation is clad with a wall of local
Cumbrian slate to the north (facing the
road) and glazing and timber cladding to
the south. The north elevation is broken
up by the protruding central section, and
the three pods – there is a recurring musical
theme in the design of the building’s form,
and the pods’ placement at regular
intervals in the composition is one
example – alluding to notes on a score.
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The language of cylindrical, milled glulam
columns holding up the entrance canopy is
continued in further columns in the
adjacent therapy garden, “like music
drifting into the landscape”, says Mawson.
Similarly sized metal counterparts produce
different notes when hit with a beater,
which will resonate together.
He notes that while creating a curved
circulation has aesthetic benefits for all
users, including dementia sufferers who
find it less disorientating than a straight
corridor, it had design challenges. “When
we got into the detailing it threw up a raft
of junctions in the timber frame that we
had to think about, but we were keen to
have that sinuous element, with the pods
inserted quite forcefully into it”.

Materials
The close attention to detail throughout is
evidence of the results of Annie Mawson
and the charity giving the architects “a very
strong agenda that they will support the
architectural ambitions of the project,”
says Mawson. However this was a doubleedged sword, with the client wanting the
highest quality in terms of the material
specification, for example to durability of
the timber shingles used to clad the pods.
The architects sought the help of Trada in
ensuring they were treated for a long life in
the damp Cumbrian climate.
As well as researching existing provision
in this fairly esoteric area of therapy (he
also found Leslie Bunt’s book ‘Music
Therapy: An Art Beyond Words’ useful), the
architect drew on Steiner education

ADF JULY 2018

principles in both form and materials. This
was one reason that natural materials have
been chosen wherever possible, as well as to
enhance the way the building gently blends
in with the landscape.
Will Mawson says there was also a
deliberate attempt to avoid the “very sterile,
very similar” feel of a lot of healthcare
environments. With many users having
some degree of autism, the intrinsic warmth
of natural materials was a key means to
making their environment more supportive.
“We were thinking, here’s an opportunity
to use the same materials on the inside
as on the outside, bringing the outside in –
literally,” the architect says. The main
examples of this are the shingle-clad
exteriors of two pods left exposed internally,
and framing the reception and the slate wall
continuing all the way along one side of the
curved corridor. For this, slate was sourced
from Burlington quarry about 40 miles
away, and painstakingly selected on site by
the stonemasons. This ensured no sharp
slices of slate were used below a certain
height to remove any risk to users,
particularly children.
As well as the pods being clad in cedar
shingles, and the curved volume in French
oak, internally timber is everywhere; from
the glulam frame and Siberian larch
ceilings, to the oak planks covering the
walls and floor of the main hall, and the
same material used for windows and doors.
The way materials were used was faithful
to the local vernacular, but with some
choices adapted slightly for performance
benefits, as Mawson explains: “There’s a lot
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MUSICAL MOTIFS
An 18-metre bow-string truss bisects a circular
rooflight in the reception space
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PURGING PARALLELS
Based on advice by an acoustician, parallel
surfaces were avoided in therapy rooms
All photos © Simon Kennedy

PROJECT FACTFILE
Client: Sunbeams Music Trust
Architect: MawsonKerr
Contractor: Thomas Armstrong
Structural engineer: JS Engineering
Design
Cost: £2m
Floor area: 600 m2
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of larch cladding in the Lake District, but we
went with Canadian Western Red cedar due
to its longevity. We had a commitment from
the supplier that it would last almost the
double the length of other alternatives.”
The majority of the building has a glulam
timber frame, although sections of the pods
are of timber-faced steel due to depth of
timber that would have been required to
achieve some of the angles. “We looked at
doing it in glulam, but the walls were going
to be so deep it was impacting a lot of the
other space.”
Concrete use has been minimised – the
slab is only around 100 mm deep, and the
cement used includes about 80 per cent
recycled GGBS. Mawson says: “We tried to
make the building as light as possible with
quite a thick skin around it.” The thick
walls are filled with sheep’s wool insulation,
providing an average U-value of around
0.18 W/m2. With Cumbria famous for its
sheep, and both Will and Annie having
grown up on a sheep farm, he admits: “As
soon as we knew we could do sheep’s wool,
we were doing sheep’s wool.”

Interiors
The entrance is located at the eastern end,
with the 4 metre high canopy welcoming
visitors, as well as a large green wall next to
the front door in the draught lobby. Planted
with scented species such as jasmine and
lavender, this “awakens the senses” says
Mawson, and will help dementia sufferers
who benefit from strong, memorable
triggers such as smell.
The generous reception space – used for
public fundraising events, sits between the
larger pod (officially dubbed Glassical Hall
after the charity’s patron, composer Philip
Glass), and the music therapy pod. The
space is enlivened further by a sculpted
plywood desk and a ceiling spanned by an
18 metre bow-string steel truss running
through a double glulam beam.
With a slight hint of a giant musical
instrument, this truss also bisects a circular
rooflight above the desk, and was a
satisfying alternative to having to thicken
up the beams to span the space. “It’s also a
celebration of structure,” says Mawson,
adding, “I always think it’s really important
to understand the structure of a building
when you’re in it.” The desk’s glass top is
etched with the soundwave that is
produced by a harp.
The music therapy pod has two suites for
performance or gentle sensory stimulation,
either side of an acoustically-insulated
recording studio, which is also hired out to

generate additional income for the charity.
The third pod houses a meeting space. The
pods have skylights rather than windows to
both increase the feeling of comfort for
users, but also to avoid the acoustic
problems which volumes of glass on
walls can create. Their elongated hexagonal
shape was partly derived from the advice
of acoustic consultant Dr Douglas Doherty
to avoid parallel surfaces in order to
ameloriate acoustic reverberation.
The main performance hall has also been
carefully designed for optimum acoustics.
Behind the oak boards, whose width and
spacing varies to break up sound waves,
there is a ply, acoustic insulation and
plasterboard backing build up, and the
ceiling is an acoustic raft to deflect sound.
The “quite introverted, almost womblike” feel of the pods also helps the autistic
service users with concentration, says
Mawson: “We learned from the charity that
autistic children and children with certain
other disabilities didn’t need distraction,
it could become very problematic. If you
had an amazing view, people are going to
run to that.”
Users with visual impairments have been
carefully considered – for example the
timber floors have been dark stained (dark
pigmented in the case of the polished
concrete in circulation and reception areas)
to provide contrast with the walls.

Conclusion
The budget for a building of such high
quality was relatively modest at £2m,
however it all had to come from fund
raising. Driven by Annie Mawson, this
included concerts, one-off donations and
sponsored bike and hill walks, and is just
one reason of many to celebrate this
project, whose contribution to the
community has recently been recognised
by numerous awards including one from
RICS North West for Community Impact.
Although the client and architect
“didn’t want a huge, look at me statement
building”, says Will Mawson, at the
same time “it was important for the
charity that they had something which
was an advert for what they do and
showed they mean business,” with charities
facing increasingly tough competition.
This building does that in spades, however
it is also a standout example of design
for a very specific use which maintains
the utmost respect for its location.
This double-whammy could paradoxically
make it something of a discreet icon in
its field.
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Concealment when you want it
Performance where you need it

Designed and manufactured in the UK, Powermatic controlled, concealed door closers deliver exceptional
WLYMVYTHUJLHZ^LSSHZHOVZ[VMILULÄ[Z[OH[Z\YMHJLTV\U[LKJSVZLYZJHUUV[TH[JO!
• Superior aesthetics
• Reduced risk of vandalism or tampering
• Suitability for anti-ligature applications
*VTWSPHUJL^P[OYLSL]HU[ÄYLWLYMVYTHUJL
Z[HUKHYKZMVYVULOV\YHUKOHSMOV\YÄYLKVVYZ

• Enable doors to meet accessibility requirements
• Perfect for Hotels, social housing, health, care
homes, secure accommodation, commercial and
many other situations.
• Available in standard and Free Swing models

+LKPJH[LKKVVYJSVZLY^LIZP[L!JVUJLHSLKKVVYJSVZLYZJVT
Tel 0121 766 4200 info@samuel-heath.com
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Hidden benefits for hotel interiors
Powermatic door closers from Samuel Heath deliver outstanding performance in fire resistance and
accessibility, but it is their concealment that delivers a host of benefits for hotel projects, and which has made
them the specifier’s choice for hotel interiors. British designed and manufactured, the door closers fit neatly
between the door and frame and are totally concealed when the door is closed. They do not have the unsightly
control arms and boxes that make surface-mounted devices so unsightly and, as such, ensure that nothing
interferes with the appearance of the door and interior. They also help to create a more homely, less functional,
ambience within the room, assuring a more comfortable and relaxed guest experience. These benefits have
seen Powermatic used by the world’s leading designers on impressive hotel projects across the globe, from
owner-managed boutique residences to luxury hotel, spa and leisure resorts. Recent additions to the long list
of hotel projects that have benefited from Powermatic, include Brown’s Hotel and The Savoy in London; ARIA
resort and casino, Las Vegas; Hilton, Manchester and the exclusive South Lodge hotel and spa in Surrey.
0121 766 4200 www.concealeddoorclosers.com

Alumasc Rainwater is the perfect match for Royal Edinburgh Hospital
Alumasc Rainwater, part of Alumasc Water Management Solutions (AWMS), was specified as part of phase
one of a £48m project to redevelop the Royal Edinburgh Hospital. The building includes 185 mental health
bedrooms and accommodates an adult acute mental health inpatient service. Alumasc’s aluminium Guardian
security downpipes were the perfect match for this contemporary building. The range is purposely designed
for high security environments and benefits from a sharp aesthetic look. The downpipe profiles are fitted flush
to the wall with a unique concealed bracketry and jointing that makes them vandal resistant and anti-climb.
Architects NORR worked with contractors Morrison Construction to deliver the project. The style of the
building meant that regular gutters and downpipes would not work. Alumasc Rainwater’s technical team were
able to design and manufacture a bespoke solution to overcome this, and deliver it within the required
timescale. This unique service was much welcomed by Morrison and helped avoid potential problems and
delays at a later stage of the project.
01536 383 810 www.alumascrainwater.co.uk
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Collaborative approach transforms unit
The new Breast Unit at Salisbury District
Hospital has patient experience at its
very core. Designers, staff and suppliers
work with patients and their loved ones
to map every step of a process that is one
of the most difficult anyone can face.
The waiting area creates a sense of calm:
Altro Wood flooring, with clusters of sofas and armchairs echoing the
colours of the floor to ceiling printed Altro Whiterock Digiclad panels
– natural light floods in to help create the feel of bluebell woods. The
focus was to create a space that barely feels clinical at all.
01462 489 516 www.altro.co.uk

In-patient unit insulated with Kingspan
Kingspan Insulation products have been
installed throughout the new in-patient
unit at St David’s Hospice Care in
Newport, creating a warm, comfortable
environment for patients to receive firstclass care. To ensure a slim external wall
construction while also achieving the target U-value of 0.16 W/m2.K,
Kingspan Kooltherm K8 Cavity Wall Board was specified within the
cavity wall sections of the construction. Almost 3000m2 of Kingspan
Kooltherm K3 Floorboard was also fitted along with Kingspan
Kooltherm K7 Pitched Roof Board and Thermaroof TR27 LPC/FM.
01544 387 384 www.kingspaninsulation.co.uk
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Wraptite Tape keeps care home airtight

Danfloor’s new CPD seminar

The impressive performance of A. Proctor Group’s
Wraptite Tape, which provides a vapour permeable air
barrier has been successfully used on a new care home
in the historic city of Edinburgh. The Queensferry
Care Home project comprises 60 en-suite bedrooms
for the elderly with associated facilities and parking.
Wraptite Tape was installed as a superior solution to seal the joints
on the rigid insulation board within the steel frame. The high vapour
permeability characteristics of Wraptite Tape mean that crucially it
allows moisture vapour to escape the structure easily, removing the
need for an additional breather membrane saving time and cost.

Specifying materials for a therapeutic
environment, such as a care home or mental
health facility, requires great consideration.
Appreciating the vulnerability of the occupants
and their associated health needs means that
finishing products can have an impact on their
day to day living and independence. Danfloor
UK have received accreditation from RIBA for their CPD seminar on
how carpet can help to create a therapeutic environment within care
and mental health settings; looking specifically at many of the benefits
carpet can bring to such environments.

01250 872261 www.proctorgroup.com

sales@danfloor.co.uk

LSTs for healthcare applications

Where old meets new at Thames Lido

Stelrad’s range of low surface temperature
radiators – LSTs – have found a home in
healthcare buildings up and down the
country along with providing a solution in
care and nursing homes, sheltered housing
and hospitals and health centres. They
meet the NHS Guidance on Heating and
Hot Water and the surfaces of these
excellent radiators never exceeds 43°C providing protection from
excessive heat for vulnerable people. Head for Stelrad’s website for
more information.

The Thames Lido, opened in 2017 after being left
unsued for over 40 years, incorporates a new
swimming pool, spa, restaurant, bar and event
space. Appointed for the tiling was Profix Ltd,
who sought specification advice from ARDEX
following a history of successful joint projects including the David
Lloyd Leisure Clubs and Hinkley Leisure Centre swimming pools.
Greg Paclawski of Profix Ltd said: “Quality was of the highest
importance and there would have been no cutting back at the expense
of the finish. That’s why we chose to work with ARDEX for their
expertise, and complete system of professional tiling products.”

0844 543 6200 www.stelrad.com

01440 714 939 www.ardex.co.uk
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THAMES LIDO
READING

A restorative swim
A listed riverside Edwardian lido has been painstakingly restored to modern
standards, adding new features while retaining the building’s heritage and
idiosyncratic style. Project architect Sam Kendon explains all to Jack Wooler

A

fter standing derelict for 40 years,
Reading Lido has been refurbished
to modern standards, and is now
a location for both leisure and dining
in this aspiring town. Originally
constructed in 1902, the revitalised lido
offers new elements to the semi-outdoors
experience, including a spa and a highlyrated restaurant.
The Lido gets its name from its location
by the River Thames in King’s Meadow, a
large park in central Reading. Designed
by architects Marshall & Kendon, the
refurbishment has taken advantage of the
scenic setting, introducing openings in the
surrounding walls, which allow views of the
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nearby riverside.
The building itself is listed, and many
steps had to be taken to ensure the Lido
stayed true to its original character. Being
empty for so long however, extensive
repairs had to be undertaken, with new
building fabric constructed in many areas,
and an extension built in place of the
demolished 1950’s plant room.
After a successful 2008 project restoring
Clifton Lido in Bristol the architects and
their joint clients – chef Freddy Bird, and
Swedish developer Arne Ringner – had
useful experience working together that
they could apply to this somewhat similar
lido refurbishment. This has been
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SWIM & SUPPER
Mixed-use Thames Lido combines a range of functions
including swimming, gastronomic spaces and spa
treatment areas

demonstrated clearly in this heritage
project’s careful execution and delivery of a
practical and meticulously finished result.

Getting started
Sam Kendon, partner at Marshall &
Kendon Architects, takes up the story of
how the project began: “In 2008, we
completed a restoration of Clifton Lido.
With a similar story to Reading, it was
an 1850s lido that had been derelict for
some time.”
Although Marshall & Kendon learned a
lot from Clifton, Kendon says Thames Lido
is a “very different” building. “This is
much bigger, and is in a completely different
situation; in a park next to the river,
whereas the Bristol one was buried deep in
a dense part of the city.”
“There were a lot of things that were
different, but we had about six years of
experience from Clifton, which showed us
what was working well, and what was not
working so well.”

The building
Built as a women-only pool in 1902, the
building had substantial brick walls on all
sides shielding swimmers from onlookers.
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While the project largely retains the
architectural heritage benefit of these walls,
gaps have been introduced at intervals,
affording intermittent glimpses of the river
to pool users. “It’s not a building that
flaunts itself to the outside however,” says
Kendon. “It’s only really when you get quite
close that you can peep in.”
Formerly sitting in an open space, the 25
metre heated pool has been enclosed with
glass on all sides except for the roof. This
provides new internal spaces, with the
original walls on the perimeter side. These
include a spa, sauna as well as a high
quality restaurant and bar, with views into
the pool from much of the building.
“It’s basically a rectangular doughnut
shape, with the pool in the middle and a
monopitch roof running all the way round
on four sides,” explains Kendon. On the
south side, which faces King’s Meadow, the
original octagonal entrance pavilion is
retained. At some point in the intervening
years between 1902 and today, “somebody
knocked a great big door in the side.” So, as
was done at Clifton, two entrances were
constructed, one for people using the pool
and spa, and one for the restaurant and bar.
These sections are both connected, but
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each entrance leads you first to the intended
destination. The south entrance leads into
the octagon, where visitors can pick up
their towels and flip flops, and book in for
a massage or treatment. The new entrance
built on the west side, which is next to
King’s Meadow Road, is where the meeting
rooms and kitchens were constructed, with
the entrance taking you first to a reception,
and then to the bar and restaurant. Beyond
that, you can connect into the spa or the
pool area, and vice versa.
“Basically,” says Kendon, “with the
doughnut plan you can walk all the way
around the pool either outside or inside, so
you can get from anywhere in the building
to anywhere else with ease.”
A lean-to corridor runs aside the
restaurant. “The restaurant is long and thin,
and so it’s actually a big advantage to have
a corridor along the back of it, which
means that you can service the restaurant
without barging through the tables too
much,” explains Kendon.
One of the largest structural alterations
was digging a new basement. The ground
underneath the site is gravel capped with
clay and, as a result of being so near the
river, there is a large amount of water in the
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gravel. Kendon says, “As soon as you dig a
hole, it fills up instantly.” To counteract this,
a dewatering process was undertaken,
which, while expensive and complicated,
worked successfully.
“After that, it was pretty plain sailing.”
He says the restaurant is “an ordinary
two storey brick and block building with
steel beams and a timber roof, nothing
terribly complicated.”

43

HYDROLOGICAL
The scheme incorporates a vast water tank to store
rainwater, saving on water bills

Restoration
In order to retain the building’s historic
although dilapidated character, as much as
possible of the building fabric was either
preserved, or replaced ‘like for like.’
“We decided pretty early on that we
would keep as much of it as we could,” said
Kendon. With the building being listed, this
was popular with the planning department’s
conservation officers.
He details the practicalities of the
refurbishment process, saying the
contractors had to remove a “hell of a
lot of rotten fabric,” while repairing what
they could of the existing. “We took off
the roofs and chopped out huge swathes
of rotten roof trusses and brickwork,
pulled out bushes, and then re-roofed it
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“While we have modified it
a bit, it is still the nice old
building that it was – its
character is still very
evident”
Sam Kendon, Marshall & Kendon Architects

with insulation.”
The builders spent “about a year”
fixing up the fabric across the building. In
the meantime, Marshall & Kendon
designed and applied for another listed
building consent to do the new work and
the modifications.
“So, by the time they’d finished fixing it
up we were ready to do the new work,
which involved demolishing a 1950s
extension, and constructing a new building
in its place, which includes the reception,
bar, kitchen and WC’s at ground floor, and
a big function room above.” This section
was demolished rather than reused, partly
because it was the wrong shape, and partly
because of the restrictions around building
on the surrounding flood plain.
“In order to build new, we had to take
out the old. That’s why we demolished both
the old plant room and the old sports field
changing rooms. The only bit that we really
lost of the historical fabric was the 1950s
plant room.”

Materials

BEFORE & AFTER
The design team undertook an comprehensive analysis
of which decorative components could be retained and
which had to be replaced
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With preservation in mind, as little of the
materials as possible were changed. The
architect says: “We used the same palette of
materials on the new building as existed on
the old building.
“Most of the materials that have gone
into the Lido would have been familiar to
people who used it 100 years ago.”
According to Kendon, the only elements
that are ‘genuinely’ new are the glazed
screens with aluminium sliding windows.
The rest are restored in some way.
Replacing materials had its own
complications however: “A lot of the timber
had to be replaced,” said Kendon. “The
main cast iron column structure was braced
with steel beams. Several of those, although
they’re encased in timber, had rusted right
through, going from being 12/15 mm thick
to nothing.”
He continues: “We found some imperial
bricks, chopping out the rotten ones and
putting new ones in, and we found big soft
wood members and added those.”
Engineered timber was used in places, for
cost efficiency reasons. “Sometimes we used
glulam instead of the very largest pieces of
the timber, simply because they’re much
cheaper and they look the same when you
paint them.
“Also, we took out some of the steelwork
from the old building and replaced it with
structural timber, because it’s easier to deal
with really.”
As well as this, there was a corrugated

iron roof on the back of the building, and
plain clay tiles on the front, which were
replaced ‘like for like.’
Some old timber had stood the test of
time. A lot of the ornamental timber used
is soft wood but, as Kendon explains, “the
soft wood that was around 100 years ago
is generally better that soft wood that
you buy now.” Because of this, the
well-preserved pieces of ornamental timber
were taken down, soaked for three weeks in
linseed oil, given a thick coating of linseed
paint, and then placed back in the building.
All the mouldings and fretwork were
treated in this manner.
Some of it however, was “too far gone,”
says Kendon, “so we ran up new
mouldings and new fretted panels in soft
wood, and treated them in the same way.”
He continues: “Because a lot of that detail
was quite high up, it’s pretty difficult to
tell which ones are new and which ones
are old.”
As well as the soft wood, the carpenters
used decorative hardwood in various areas
of the building. “They used hardwood
nosing on the stairs, for instance, where you
have to make something that’s both durable
and visually contrasting.” This was done in
part to satisfy disability regulations, which
for example require a stair’s nosing to
contrast with the treads. “We did that by
using two different colours of hardwood.
There’s also nice cherry handrails on the
stairs, and little bits of fine timber inlaid
around the place.”

Ecological properties
While there were no particularly radical
approaches to environmental benefits, as
would be expected in such a refurbishment,
improving insulation was a key factor.
Kendon explains: “In its original
incarnation, it didn’t matter if the walls
weren’t insulated, because none of it
was indoors.
“We’ve gone round the whole of the
building, attempting to bring its insulation
values up. For instance, we took off the
old timber sarking boards and metal roof,
and put a big layer of insulation between
the two.
“Now we’ve done the north side of the
roofs, they’re all pretty well insulated too.”
The new building to the west is built to
current standards, and so is heavily
insulated. On the other two sides, all the
changing areas, spa, treatment and sauna
rooms are built as separate pods, and so all
have their own insulated walls. “There’s
very little of the old 13 inch solid
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PROJECT FACTFILE
Bricks: Furness Brick
Clay roof tiles: William Blyth
Glazing: Fineline Aluminium
Lift: Stannah
Pool: BOS Leisure
Tiling specification advice: ARDEX
Timber Flooring: Chaunceys
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brickwork left that is exposed on both the
inside and the outside,” said the architect.
He added: “It’s a listed building, so we
were a little bit nervous about putting large
amounts of renewables on the roof.”
In the Clifton project, the water bill was
found to be substantial, largely due to the
water used for clearing out the filters being
metered. In order to avoid this costly process
in the new lido, the architects specified
“enormous” underground rainwater storage
tanks, which recycle rainwater and use it in
the pool. “One of the first things we did in
Reading was to make sure that there’s a
(35 x 3 x 3 metre) rainwater storage tank,
which means that when they want to flush
out all the filters this time, they do so with
water that’s come off of the roof for free.”

Future restored
The project has already been well-received
by both locals and critics, as Kendon
reveals: “There are a lot of complimentary
comments from residents of Reading on
social media, saying that it should have
been done years ago.”

He adds: “Most of it revolves around the
fact that while we’ve modified a bit, it is
still the nice old building that it was. Its
character is still very evident.
“What we’ve done to it, I would say,
doesn’t compromise what it was, it just
makes it a bit more 21st century.”
The architect believes that the “real test”
for Thames Lido is whether or not it can be
a “catalyst for regeneration in Reading on a
larger scale.”
While Reading is a prosperous place,
it’s know mainly as a commuter town, as
well as for its annual music festival.
Kendon believes the Lido could be a
catalyst for change however, assisting the
town’s desirability. A key example is the
new restaurant being lauded by critics
as the ‘best in Reading’. He concludes:
“If the pool contributes towards
changing people’s perception of
Reading, that would be a great thing.
There’s a lot more to the town than
some would have you believe, and I
believe Thames Lido will convince people
of that.”
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Heradesign works out at 1Rebel
1Rebel is a new chic boutique brand of gyms in London. 1Rebel
promises that every class feels like a night out. To achieve this, each
gym is designed as a mix of contemporary industrial chic with luxury
and theatrical glamour. Specified in all five locations by 1Rebel’s
architects Studio C102, Knauf AMF Heradesign acoustic ceilings and
wall absorbers help the architect fulfil this vision. Studio C102
Principal Kyriakos Katsaros: “I like Heradesign for two reasons.
Firstly, as a practice, we prefer to use building materials in their raw
state and Heradesign with its naturally textured surface creates a
tactile finish and fits with our ethos and the gyms’ industrial aesthetic.
Secondly, I wanted to make the environmental footprint as low as
possible for the client. Heradesign helps us accomplish this because
it’s produced from sustainable wood-wool.”
0191 518 8600 www.knaufamf.com
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Offering high-end service for 30 years

Innovative power solutions

Chaunceys Timber Flooring is a family run
company, based in Bristol, UK. We have been
supplying sustainable, high-end solid or engineered
timber floors paired with unparalleled service to
both trade & retail customers for the last 30 years.
We offer everything from unfinished boards in
various sizes & patterns in our extensive range of
carefully curated colour collections to reclaimed
cladding and flooring and bespoke finish.We aim to inspire our clients
with current and upcoming flooring design trends whilst ensuring they
receive our signature high-end service and product quality.

The huge growth of the online retail sector
in recent years has changed how modern
shopping centres operate and function.
They now utilise outdoor spaces with
boutique stalls, food kiosks, health and
wellbeing booths and more. Such stalls and
kiosks require an efficient power source that provides a safe, secure
power supply. Walkways and pedestrian access has to be as clear as
possible ensuring minimal trip and electrocution hazards for shoppers.
Pop Up Power Supplies® supply a range of innovative outdoor power
units and in ground units for stalled areas within shopping centres.

www.chauncey.co.uk

popuppower.co.uk

Luceco scores at Al Jazira Club

Bradite coatings scale new heights

Luceco has recently relit the public areas of
the Al Jazira Club, a football club from Abu
Dhabi in the United Arab Emirates. Luceco
and energy partner, Gargash Lighting
Systems, met the design brief which included
the need for energy efficient lighting with
low maintenance, that would provide the club with cost savings,
whilst enhancing the overall experience through more effective
lighting. Carbon Downlights were installed in corridors and lounges
at the club offering an ideal replacement for compact fluorescent
downlights, providing running cost savings of more than 60 per cent.

The South West of England’s newest
attraction for climbing enthusiasts offers
a bright and clean welcome, thanks to the
use of Bradite coatings. Climbing Hangar
selected a combination of products from
the Bradite range, ‘HD Floor & Wall
EW99’ and ‘Poly Lacquer PL78’. EW99 is
a high performance two pack, water-based epoxy floor and wall
coating. It is tough, quick drying and hard wearing. PL78 is a high
performance two pack polyurethane solvent-based lacquer suitable
for use on steel, wood, fibreglass, concrete and other mineral surfaces.

01952 238100 www.luceco.com/uk

01248 600315 www.bradite.com
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Getting compliance in
basement projects
The UK continues to experience a boom in residential and commercial basement
construction, with land in limited supply. Nik Ullfors of Visqueen looks at how to
waterproof correctly to ensure compliance with the latest regulations

A

ny discussion of living in our cities
invariably comes around to high
house prices. This, coupled with the
limited amount of land available for new
builds and conventional extensions, has led
to an explosion of new basement building
with a 183 per cent increase in relevant
planning applications since 2012 according
to mortgage lender Halifax.
So, while many are turning to basement
developments as a solution to these
pressures, it is important to recognise the
challenges that expanding underground
bring for both the architects designing
these structures and the contractors
building them.

Getting it right
Unlike the regular walls of a house, which
are in contact with water only sporadically,
the walls of a basement can be in constant
contact with groundwater, which leads to
the danger of water ingress – causing damp,
flooding and potential structural damage.
Ensuring that a basement is therefore
protected from groundwater is paramount.
There can be severe financial
consequences for designers or builders who
get this wrong with incorrectly installed
waterproofing potentially leading to
professionals being held liable. Between
2005 and 2013 the cost of these claims is
estimated at £21m and has affected 890
homes. Added to this is the potential cost
of expensive remedial works to rectify
botched waterproofing damage and families
having to leave their homes, while work
takes place.
NHBC refers to this issue in its guidance
for basement waterproofing: “With this
current boom in basements, and the
frequency of below-ground waterproofing
claims to registrations being circa 1600
times greater than foundation-related
claims, below ground construction remains
a cause of concern.”
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The regulations – BS8102:2009
Basements must be designed and
constructed to a minimum standard as
defined in BS8102:2009 – the code of
practice for the protection of below ground
structures against water from the ground.
The standard outlines the different
approaches to waterproofing including the
installation of external tanking with a
waterproof membrane.
Traditionally, it has been the role of
architects to draw up and recommend the
waterproofing design for below ground
projects. However waterproofing design is
a highly specialised area and the vast
majority of architects will readily
acknowledge that they do not have the
detailed training or expertise to undertake
this function. Often the only reason they
have been doing it is because there are so
few people in the industry who are willing
to undertake this role!
A lack of design expertise, combined with
the need to provide effective overview
of the installation on site can lead to
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incorrectly installed waterproofing
measures and thus leaves professionals,
contractors and developers vulnerable
to claims.

Specialist advice

Building underground has
been a response to
pressures facing
homeowners and
businesses as space
becomes increasingly
scarce and expensive in
our urban areas

Waterproofing Design Specialists (WDS)
are therefore essential to successful
basement developments and are one of the
recommendations given in BS8102:2009
which states: “A waterproofing specialist
should be included as part of the design
team so that an integrated waterproofing
solution is created”. Often the use of
accredited WDS professionals is also a
requirement from structural warranty
providers to ensure the required level of
protection is delivered.
Identifying suitable specialist companies
that have the appropriate design capability
and resources can be challenging. Looking
out for the latest qualifications is one way,
such as CSSW (Certificated Structural
Surveyor in Waterproofing). Ensuring the
company has the necessary professional
indemnity insurance helps architects
identify a trustworthy provider and deliver
an end-to-end design service and accredited
product solutions.

CSSW professionals have an in-depth
knowledge of the many considerations
required for below ground construction.
By understanding the sources of water,
how it flows through the soil, and how it
interacts with the structure they have the
structural and geotechnical knowledge to be
able to talk meaningfully to engineers.
Be it designing waterproofing barriers
or structural, integral and drained cavity
constructions, CSSW professionals will
work with stakeholders, and provide full
ownership of design briefs, CAD detailing
and on-site support.
Building underground has been a
response to pressures facing homeowners
and businesses as space becomes
increasingly scarce and expensive in our
urban areas. Effective waterproofing is
fundamental to the success of these projects
and with the guidance of a qualified WDS
professional, architects and designers can
ensure that their building is protected from
groundwater and meets all necessary
standards before the first shovel breaks
the ground.
Nik Ullfors is national technical manager
of Visqueen

Big Foot Systems supplies to wind farm

Imperial answers demand

Big Foot Systems has supplied rooftop chiller plant
and ductwork support, safe access and high level
maintenance platforms, to the new “Hornsea Project
One” offshore wind farm. The flat roof of the
substation was single ply PVC membrane which posed
a challenge for locating chillers and safe access on the
roofs. Big Foot Technical worked with contractors
Balfour Beatty to design a solution which combined the maintenance
platforms with plant and duct support. The Big Foot Safe Access range
is designed to allow a secure route for service engineers and other
trades to gain access to plant.

Imperial Bricks has introduced
new Restoration Red and
Restoration Oxford Yellow
Multi Waterstruck bricks in
response to increasing demand
for regionally appropriate variations. These traditional
handmade bricks are made using a relatively soft clay, with water used
as the releasing agent for the moulding process, giving them a
smoother appearance, while still retaining character. The new
additions work well in the renovation of period properties, extensions,
boundary walls as well as high-end new builds.

01323 844355 www.bigfootsupport.com

01952 750816 www.imperialbricks.co.uk

Densoseal selected for RHS garden

Convenient and paper-free

As part of refurbishment works at the Royal
Horticultural Society’s Garden at Wisley in
Surrey, Winn & Coales (Denso) Ltd has
supplied Densoseal 16A™ for the
prevention of water ingress via cable entry
ducts in the switch room and power stations
on site. A self-supporting, non-setting mastic, Densoseal 16A™ was
developed for the sealing of cable ducts, conduits and service entry
pipes or sleeves from the ingress of water and gas. The firm, fibrous
mastic creates a flexible seal around electrical supply cables and is
particularly suitable for ducts that are wet or liable to water entry.

Enjoy reading ADF but find it’s not always
convenient to have the printed magazine?
Or has your workplace turned paper-free?
The Digital Issue offers you the same
content, delivered straight to your inbox
and accessible via smartphone, tablet
and desktop computers. Be among the first
to read all the latest features, comment,
interviews, and more, before the print
issue has even been delivered! What’s more, the Digital Issue includes
interactive links to featured companies. Subscribe for free now.

0208 6707511 www.denso.net

www.subscribepage.com/adf
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Award-Winning Newton celebrates 170 Years

N

ewton
Waterproofing’s
170th
anniversary celebrations got going
in style in June, as the historic
company hosted over 70 contractors,
architects, engineers and specifiers aboard the
‘William B’ Thames cruiser. Guests were
treated to a rivers-eye view of some of
the iconic London buildings that Newton
has waterproofed and damp proofed over
the years.

Times Local Business Awards
Rather fittingly, on the same night Newton
also received the Family Business of the Year
Award at the Times Local Business Awards,
in recognition of the initiative and talent
consistently displayed by Newton.

Property Care Association Best
Practice Awards
More celebrations were in order two days
later as Newton also won the Sustainability
Award at the Property Care Association Best
Practice Awards. Newton were recognised for
their industry-leading Membrane Recycling
Service, which is unique not just within
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property care, but within the construction
industry as a whole.

Kent Excellence in Business
Awards
Finally, Newton won two more prizes at the
prestigious Kent Excellent in Business Awards
(KEiBAs). The team were ecstatic to receive
the Commitment to the Environment and
Medium Business of the Year Awards, which
recognised the significant steps being taken
by the company to improve its environmental
credentials, and the product range, service

levels and family culture within the company
as a whole.
“All of the Newton family are proud to be
part of this hardworking and fun-loving
team, and these awards are a wonderful
recognition of the contributions that every
single team member has made towards our
achievements over the years. I think the
original John Newton would have approved.”
said Warren Muschialli, Managing Director.
01732 496511
info@newtonwaterproofing.co.uk
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Creating safe and robust
waterproofing solutions
for structures
Delta Membrane Systems’ Christopher Burbridge explores the challenges and
complexities around delivering waterproofing design solutions

T

Developments within the
construction industry have
seen a major change in
how we view structural
waterproofing

he basis of waterproofing structures
is to stop water ingress, reduce risk
and prolong the lifetime of a
structure, whether upgrading existing
basement rooms, waterproofing new
buildings or converting damp, unused
below-ground spaces into dry and habitable
rooms. Developments in the industry have
delivered a change in how we view
structural waterproofing.
The introduction of BIM (Building
Information Modelling), for example,
has created value in the design process,
increasing efficiency within the build process
and coordinated project delivery while also
driving time and budget savings for building
and infrastructure alike. Technical drawings
are also vital in visually representing and
communicating how a waterproofing
system functions or is constructed, and are
a valued tool.
When considering what is best for a
certain project there are various options
available to designers.

Engage specialists
A waterproofing design specialist provides
expertise in structural waterproofing, which
is a complex task since every project had its
own unique set of challenges.
The specialist should attend site,
undertake site investigations, produce
reports and manage documentation in
relation to the design, ensuring at all stages
that sufficient protection is designed into the
project. Getting the design correct prior to
construction will save significant costs.

The three grades of waterproofing
below ground structures
British Standard 8102:2009 (Code
of Practice for the Protection of Below
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Ground Structures against water from the
Ground) defines three grades of basement:
Grade 1 – basic utility – car parking,
plant rooms (excluding electrical
equipment) and workshops; Grade 2 –
better utility required from Grade 1 –
workshops and plant rooms requiring drier
environments Grade 3 – habitable –
ventilated residential and commercial areas.
The 1990 edition of BS:8102 made
reference to Grade 4 (archive storage).
This is the same as Grade 3 but with a
higher performance level for ventilation,
air conditioning or dehumidification.

Available systems
There are three types of structural
waterproofing systems available within
the UK: Type A Barrier Protection;
Type B Structurally Integral Protection;
Type C Drained Protection; and finally,
Combined Systems.

1. Type A
Type A (Barrier) Protection, often referred
to as “Tanking”, provides protection
against ground water ingress by application
of a waterproof material to the negative
(external) walls and structural slab of a
basement or underground structure to form
a barrier between the structure and any
groundwater present.
Type A materials can be applied to either
the negative (external) or positive (internal)
surface of the wall or floor and also in
between wall or floor surfaces. Type
A systems can offer a double layer of
protection when applied to both negative
and positive surfaces.
Type A materials include: Liquid Applied
Membranes, Bonded Sheet Membranes and
Cementitious slurries and powders.
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2. Type B
Type B (Structurally Integral) Protection
is the incorporation of materials to the
external shell of the structure itself.
Type B materials include: Reinforced
water-resistant concrete or reinforced
water-resistant structural steel.
Design, materials and quality of
workmanship are paramount when
specifying a Type B system due to the
pattern of any seepage, poor joints,
cracks or other discontinuities such as
service penetrations.

3. Type C
Type C (Drained) Protection is the
incorporation of a cavity drainage system
(internal water management system).
In principle, a Drained Cavity System
collects and manages any ground water
which breaches the integrity of a structure
by managing, collecting and discharging
such free water via a suitable evacuation
point such as a packaged pump station.
The Cavity Drainage System provides
protection to a structure by application of a
dimpled High Density Polyethylene (HDPE)
membrane, which is applied to the positive
(internal) walls and structural slab of a
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basement or underground structure to form
a barrier between the structure and any
groundwater present.
A cavity drain system requires minimal
preparation and disturbance to an
existing substrate.
Type C materials include: Cavity Drain
Membranes and Submersible Pump.

4. Combined Systems
Some building warranty providers
insist on two forms of waterproofing on
projects where they are to provide the
building warranty.
Difficult and complex projects may
also require combination waterproofing.
British Standard 8102:2009 recommends
the consideration for combined systems
where the risk is deemed high. A
waterproofing design specialist would have
the knowledge and understanding of a range
of waterproofing systems to provide a robust
design based on compatible materials.
As with all waterproofing protections, all
rely heavily upon the design and how these
materials are incorporated into a project.
Christopher Burbridge is managing director
of Delta Membrane Systems

Connecting Cross-Laminated Timber
To support the growing use of cross-laminated timber (CLT) in the UK and Europe, one of the leading
connector manufacturers Simpson Strong-Tie has released an updated version of its ‘Connectors for CLT’
catalogue. Featuring a host of new products including heavy duty angle brackets, hold-down connectors and
structural screws, this edition represents a complete set of solutions for the assembly of CLT buildings, as well
as steel and chemical mortar products designed specifically to connect the entire structure to concrete. Sales
Director, Jon Head explains: “We have drawn together a huge variety of products from across our European
operations to produce a comprehensive range of performance tested connectors and fasteners to enable CLT
constructions from floor to ceiling – the CLT designer need look nowhere else”. To further support the design
and construction of CLT structures, Simpson Strong-Tie also has a team of engineers based at its manufacturing
plant in Tamworth, offering technical support and assistance. The new brochure can be downloaded from the
Simpson Strong-Tie UK website.
01827 255600 www.strongtie.co.uk

Something old, new, borrowed, black-blue

Langley scoops roofing award

When Shauna Cameron Architect required a
product that could replicate the aesthetics of
Scottish slate for the Atlantic Islands Centre,
CUPA PIZARRAS’ Heavy 3 roofing slate
was the ideal solution. Architect, Shauna
Cameron from Shauna Cameron Architect, had previously used CUPA
PIZARRAS slate and was well aware of its high standards of quality
as well as its 100-years warranty. Medium grained and black-blue in
colour with occasional quartz grain detectable on the surface, Heavy
3 has an extremely close resemblance to traditional highland slates,
which was ideal for a site with such a strong Scottish slate heritage.

Langley Roofing Systems has won best
Reinforced Bitumen Membranes Project
at this year’s UK Roofing Awards.
In recognition of Langley and Opus’
contribution, the accolade celebrates the
outstanding design and subsequent
installation of the estate’s extensive and complex new roofing system.
The Girdlestone Estate project saw Langley working closely with Opus
Waterproofing Solutions and Mears Group on an ambitious plan to
strip the failing roof and install Langley’s robust TA-20 RBM solution
across six blocks; providing an efficient and cost-effective solution.

01312 253111 www.cupapizarras.com/uk

01327 704778 www.langley.co.uk
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Making inside-outside seamless
Creating useable outside areas is a key focus for both architects and developers,
particularly as living space is becoming more of a premium in urban areas. Here Stuart
Ross of BAL explains how tiles can help achieve a seamless inside-outside look

T

he trend for outdoor living has led to
a growing market for large balconies,
roof/ground terraces and patios with
variations in design, and larger installations
are no longer reserved for large scale
commercial buildings such as hotels and
sporting venues.
With the right construction, useable
outdoor spaces can be created for yearround enjoyment. While traditional decking
systems are easy and cheap to install, it
requires ongoing treatment to maintain
colour and quality, while untreated
softwood decking may be susceptible to
water damage and/or rotting making it
potentially dangerous when loaded and
used at heights.
Tiles make a great alternative to decking
on balconies, particularly as it’s far easier to
create the seamless inside-outside look that
many people yearn for. Plus, they can be
easier to maintain, more durable and can be
used at any time in any weathers.
Many types of tile finishes are available
when specified with the correct system
assemblies, ranging from ceramic to
porcelain, to some natural stone and pavers.

Correct assemblies
The inside-outside look is easy to achieve,
particularly with the use of certain tiles that
are suitable both internally and externally
and the inclusion of barrier-free entrances.
The issue with external tiling has
always been the build-up – specifying
the right construction assembly, screed,
waterproofing, drainage, adhesive and of
course the right tiles with suitable slipresistance and ability to cope with all
weather conditions.
Many tiled balconies have failed because
of the inferior quality of construction,
where water has penetrated the surface
layer and caused a whole host of problems.
The ingress of water, combined with
fluctuations in temperature, can cause
considerable damage to the tiled surface
and potentially the substrate, including
freeze-thaw damage, cracking tiles,
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efflorescence, joint erosion and stained tiles.
In extreme circumstances, if water
penetrates the primary waterproofing layer
and is trapped in the construction, it can
cause erosion and complete failure –
especially if the erosion takes places at
balcony connections.
This is particularly the case with
traditional thick screed cement-based
systems, as these are typically more
absorbent and will retain more water –
taking longer to dry out and providing more
of an opportunity for the creation of soluble
salts, voids, and lime bloom. That is why
British Standards state that water must be
removed from the various layers of a
cement-based system rapidly and efficiently.
Other systems for fixing external tiles
include gravel beds and adhesive pedestals,
but these are not infallible either. Issues arise
such as weed growth and moisture staining
as water travels back up the adhesive or grit,
and into the tiled surface.
The challenge then is to ensure proper
provision in your designs for the drainage of
surface water causes no long-term damage.
This means looking carefully at the whole
external system and specifying the correct
combination of materials to include;
effective and working falls, drainage
systems, non-absorbent backgrounds that
are fluctuations in temperature, as well as
correct fixing materials and low-porosity,
break-proof tiles and slabs that are certified
for external use.
One such system that has been proven to
work is a combined drainage screed and
capillary passive drainage mat. Cavity rich –
containing lots of capillaries – the water
drains through quickly and efficiently and
offers reduced shrinkage and deformation.
When combined with quick-setting
cement for fast-track installation, drainage
mortar seems the ideal solution, however
drainage screeds alone will not solve the
problems with drainage. The use of a
complete drainage system – including
drainage matting, drip/drain edge profiles,
drain grates and guttering – provides rapid

LIMESTONE LIBRARY
The entrance area to Amsterdam Library was tiled with
limestone laid on top of the drainage mat system
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and immediate drainage of water. This
means the water cannot enter the screed and
cause issues such as freeze/thaw damage,
staining, cracking and efflorescence. Widely
used on the continent, the drainage mat and
drainage screed system has even become
standard in Germany since 2002, being
incorporated into the standards for external
floor coverings of the German Construction
Industry Association (ZDB).

Height/weight restrictions

With the right construction,
useable outdoor spaces
can be created for yearround enjoyment
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When working at height, there are often
weight loading and height build-up issues –
this is particularly problematic when trying
to create threshold-free junctions for a
seamless inside-outside look. This can be
overcome with an epoxy resin-bonded
screed system or with a point-fixed system.
When used in combination with a
drainage mat, the epoxy drainage mortar
system can be used for various tile types
and thicknesses. Strong and lightweight,
build-up can be achieved from only 43 mm
for low height constructions. It is ‘capillarypassive,’ meaning the water travels down
through the screed system and is transported
to the drip/drain profiles and guttering via a
drainage mat.

Primarily used for low construction
heights, and areas with reduced clearances,
the direct point adhesion system is up to
80 per cent lighter than conventional
assemblies. Complete build-up can be
achieved from 29 mm (when using a 20 mm
slab and 8 mm drainage mat) – saving 70
per cent of the overall construction height.
The assembly ensures rapid-drainage for
barrier-free/low door connections using
low-height drain grates. To achieve a
seamless inside-outside construction it is
important to specify the right drain grates
and drip/drain edge profiles – without them
water can seep over balcony edges causing
unseemly discolouration and potential metal
erosion of balustrades.
Consider specifying drain grates that are
height adjustable and flexible with integral
dirt traps – this means that water is free
flowing through the drain grate and
drainage. Ensure that they are standard
compliant for door threshold heights from
150 mm to 50 mm. Drain grates are also
essential at balcony junctions as they help
prevent backflow into properties.
Stuart Ross is technical service supervisor
at BAL
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Through the looking glass

A

key trend in external and internal
architecture is towards glass
balustrades. While the aesthetics are
unarguably very appealing, there are a
number of considerations for specifiers to be
aware of. Simon Boocock, Managing Director
of CRL takes a look.
Glass is a trending material for balustrades
and balconies, due to its versatility
and unrivalled visual appeal. Giving an
uninterrupted view from high rise buildings,
glass also creates a neat, minimal and
uniform look which is a big advantage on
building exteriors.
Juliette balconies made from glass are
becoming particularly popular, especially for
buildings where the interior is compact. A big
advantage of a Juliette balcony is that it
enables a French window or patio door to be
chosen instead of a conventional window,
filling the room with light, increasing
ventilation and creating a greater sense of
space in smaller rooms. The balcony itself
provides a safety barrier by means of the
The CRL Juliette Balcony System doesn’t
require planning permission and a re-evaluation
of the building’s foundation, making it a
popular choice for architects in search of a
modern, clean finish.

balustrades or railings and does not generally
require planning permission, which accounts
for its rise in popularity to a large extent. In
addition, unlike a bolt-on balcony or other
types which have a deck, they do not need the
foundations of a property to be re-evaluated
to accommodate them. This makes them a
more widely used solution for refurbishment
and renovation projects.
CRL’s Juliette Balcony System features a
modern design and sleek, clean lines creating
the desired visual effect without being a
headache to install. The system offers peace
of mind with 316 grade stainless steel
for weather resilience and comprises four
connectors, plus two cap rails of 3m to 4.2m
length, suitable for 12mm to 25.52mm glass.
Available in brushed and polished stainless
steel finishes, the system has been tested to a
width of 2400mm.
While the aesthetic qualities of a glass
balcony or balustrade are unarguable,
installing them does raise challenges in terms
of safety, both for the installer and the
end user. Here it is a question of choosing
the most appropriate system for the job, and
one that makes the task safe and simple both
on the initial install and at times when
maintenance is required.
Systems that need to be fitted from
the outside in will require scaffolding, which
adds to the time and expense of a project, and
are overall much trickier and even more
dangerous to install than systems that can be
fitted from an internal position. Traditional
wet fit balcony systems need to be held
securely in place, usually with cement, to
ensure a tight fit, which can be messy too,
particularly when fitting the balcony
retrospectively on to a building. Often
too, the architectural hardware used for
installation is heavy and cumbersome,
particularly when working at awkward
angles and from height and can even
compromise the minimal aesthetic of the glass
if poorly designed.

Problem solvers
Specifiers need to be mindful that the general
Code of Practice for barriers in and around
buildings is confirmation to BS6180:2011
and a system that can be fixed back to the
stone or brickwork of the building will offer
the best solution in terms of security.
However, a dry-glazed railing system suitable
for frameless glass balustrades such as CRL’s
Taper-Loc® system is a hassle-free alternative
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to the mess and awkwardness of working
with cement. This solution simplifies the
fitting and maintenance process, enabling
installation from the safe side of the balcony
or balustrade, which is particularly useful in
retrofit projects or when a broken glass panel
needs to be changed as it eliminated the need
for expensive scaffolding, cuts installation
times and provides safety and security for
installer and end user.
Juliette balconies are another option
and are also growing in popularity on UK
buildings. These fall under Part K of the
Building Regulations Act 2000, stipulating
that gaps in any railings must not be more
than 100mm and that the top of the balcony
must be at least 1100mm from standing
floor level. Ideal for buildings with compact
interiors, a glass Juliette balcony enables a
French window or patio door to be chosen
instead of a conventional window, filling the
room with light, increasing ventilation and
creating a greater sense of space.

Safety, security and fantastic
views
Both Taper-Loc® dry glazed railing systems
and Juliette balcony systems tap into the big
trend for frameless glass balustrades and
balconies. With less architectural hardware
providing an improved aesthetic when
compared to standard vertical posts, and
what hardware is on show being available in
a number of on-trend and attractive weatherproof finishes, a minimalistic, high-end look
is achievable with no compromise on safety.
01706 863600 www.crlaurence.co.uk
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Tilt & Turn Juliet Balcony from MACO More Glass, Less Frame

O

ur systems utilises our MACO
MULTI Matic tilt & turn allowing
for Juliet Balcony door sets to be
produced with slim line sash and frame
profiles which increases the amount of glass
compared to standard Juliet balconies. Due
to the increase of glass the amount of light
that enters through slimmer doors is greatly
increased as is the thermal efficiency when
using this system.
The hinges for this system are concealed
meaning no unsightly flag hinges on both
sashes. This benefits not only the design,
which is further enhanced by the internal
handles but also ensures easy installation as
there plaster lines will not interfere with the
hinges, further reducing the need for a larger
outer frame of add on profiles for installation.
The functional benefits of the MACO hinges
used in this system are that they are designed
to hold weights up to 180kg when steel
reinforcements are used and run right into the
corners. This enables big and heavy sashes to
be utilised, the use of triple glazing and
acoustic glass possible.
This systems benefits also extend into the
security standards it achieves. Utilising our
MACO i.S. Security Cam Technology the Tilt
& Turn Juliet Balcony meets PAS24=2016
and EN 1627 - 1630 RC-2.
Security is further enhanced as the system
does not require an external handle sets and
profile cylinders, this also adds to the appeal
of these doors by maintaining the slimline
sight lines.
Further features of the MACO i.S. Security
Cam are:
• No adjustments needed. Adapts
automatically to the air gap (± 2 mm).
• Smooth-running due to highly rigid
material and a slide coating.
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• Can be combined with standard striker
plates for non security applications or
security striker plates for vulnerable
applications.
• This system also meets Secure by Design
approval and Doc Q requirements.
MACO Juliet Balconies also offer the
added advantage the master door be tilted,
allowing for a safe ventilation of the room.
The master door can be left in the tilt mode
allowing fresh air to enter whilst ensuring
that the access to the balcony balustrade is
blocked. When rooms are occupied both
sashes can be fully turned to open in the turn

mode as a traditional Juliet balcony door set.
Perimeter locking of both sashes of the Juliet
Balcony ensure that the systems performs to
the highest standards for both air and water
permeability, further enhancing the energy
saving that are possible through a slimline
elegant design using modern materials.
MACO Juliet Balcony fittings are suitable for
PVCu and Timber, Timber/Aluminium Clad
door systems and Aluminium profiles that
contain a 16 mm wide Eurogroove.
01795433900
enquiry@MACOUK.net
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Kemper System delivers roof refurbishment
to Art Deco Gem

T

he roof of an occupied 1930s art deco
municipal office building, situated in
the busy town centre of Blackpool,
Lancashire, required urgent repair.
The building was experiencing standing
water on a largely zero falls roof with
only four drainage outlets, meaning
water had started to leak into the occupied
offices below.
Kemper System’s Stratex Warm Roof
system using its Kemperol V210 was specified
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for the 1,200m2 roof area – offering
exceptional performance and supplied as a
complete integrated system of matched
components.
The roof was extremely complex with
detailing around air-conditioning units, raised
steelwork and cable trays in close proximity.
Contractors also removed and replaced eight
rooflights and boxed-in others that were no
longer required. All existing steel work on the
roof was treated and encapsulated with
plywood and waterproofed with Kemperol to
ensure additional life span.
The cold-applied Kemperol V210 liquid
resin saturates a non-woven reinforcement
fleece that is tailored to the exact contours
and details of the roof. The waterproofing is
installed in a single process and cures to
provide a robust waterproof membrane that
cannot delaminate and is UV stable.
Mark Atherton, managing director at
Castle Contractors, said: “There were three
main challenges to overcome on this project

– the safe removal of the existing ballast,
cleaning of the roof prior to application, and
the creation of drainage channels to carry
water to the outlets.”
The project was shortlisted for the Liquid
Roofing and Waterproofing Awards due to
the complexity of the roof which made this
an ideal project for a liquid applied
membrane, the technical solution offered,
and the difficulties experienced with site
preparation and logistics.
01925 445532 www.kempersystem.co.uk
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Another building on ye olde Knightriders
Street, gets the Selectaglaze treatment

T

he City & Guilds Group helps people
achieve their potential through
work-based learning. Granted a Royal
Charter in 1900 by Queen Victoria, The
Princess Royal is the Groups’ current
President, who took over from her father The
Duke of Edinburgh in 2011.
The City & Guilds Group have always
worked closely with industry and adapted
to changing technical, social and economic
trends to anticipate and fill skills gaps. The
earliest exams ranging from cotton and steel
manufacture, to telegraphy and qualitative
blowpipe analysis – all relevant qualifications
in the 18th century!
The Grade II Listed Head Office is situated
on the corner of Giltspur Street and Cock
Lane in Smithfields – The City of London
with St Bartholomews Hospital directly
opposite (another building which Selectaglaze
has worked in).
Whitbread’s Premier Inn recently acquired
a section of the City & Guilds Group’s Head

Office and is currently constructing a brand
new hotel right next door. With heavy
plant machinery adjacent to offices, the
noise pollution was rising and becoming
increasingly disruptive.
The company approached Selectaglaze,
the leading provider of secondary glazing,
for a cost effective window upgrade to all
floors of their Head Office which overlooked
the building site. This was to ensure a
more amenable working environment, thus
achieving a high level of noise attenuation.
51 units were installed, including; Series 42

fixed lights, Series 45 and 41 casements,
Series 10 and 15 horizontal sliding units, all
designed to suit the existing fenestration.
Employees at the City & Guilds Group
have been very impressed with the level of
sound attenuation received and it has made
the working environment across all the office
floors far more peaceful.
“We were very impressed with the
installation and quality of the products
supplied by Selectaglaze. There was little
supervision required, the workmanship
was excellent and they left the site in an
immaculate condition”.
Selectaglaze is the leading specialist in the
design, manufacture and installation of
secondary glazing; established in 1966 and a
Royal Warrant Holder since 2004. It boasts a
range of extensive products to suit all projects
from Listed properties to new build hotels.
enquiries@selectaglaze.co.uk
01727 837271 www.selectaglaze.co.uk

Morris Homes feature Freefoam colour Fascia
Freefoam Building Products is delighted to showcase Dark Grey Fascia at a new Morris Homes site in Leicester.
Situated on the edge of the city, surrounded by beautiful open fields and woodland, the Glebelands Park
development features a collection of detached and semi-detached three, four and five bedroom properties
designed to offer stylish homes that blend in to the surrounding countryside. Morris Homes selected Dark
Grey fascia to perfectly complement the grey window frames, juliette balconies and garage doors to achieve a
coordinated, contemporary look. Freefoam Building Products is the colour specialist. Colour fascia, soffit and
guttering is manufactured using Freefoam’s patented ColormaxTM technology – an advanced master-batching
process with a blend of natural PVC and pigments that are simultaneously co-extruded. Fascia and Soffit
is produced with built-in colourfastness, colour variety, and reliable colour matching, all with a ten year
guarantee. Eight roofline colours are all available straight from stock, ranging from subtle Pale Gold Sand to
more dramatic Black and Grey.
01604 591110 www.freefoam.com

Top marks for SpecMaster

Red hot collaboration

Employing the Redland SpecMaster service
has enabled Wigan Metropolitan Borough
Council to benefit from a 15-year
guarantee and avoid costly extras when it
re-roofed 40 properties on one of its
estates in Kitt Green. This professional specification not only avoided
unsightly and expensive detailing, but also accelerated the roofing
programme through introducing the Innofix Clip, the award-winning
tile fixing developed by the company. The 15-year guarantee that
is provided under the Redland SpecMaster service covers weather
tightness, durability and design liability.

Procladd (Scotland) Ltd have collaborated
with fastener specialist SFS on the eagerly
anticipated Radisson Red hotel, which
recently opened its doors. SFS, provided
fasteners to perfectly match the iridescent
red of the Alucobond Spectra ACM panel.
Chosen for its superior aesthetics, SFS’s
self drilling SX3 fastener with its unique
patented irius® head has a low profile,
smooth, unblemished appearance that can be perfectly colour
matched to any finish.

01293 666700 www.monier.co.uk

www.sfsintec.co.uk
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One handle multiple openings.
The fanlight may never be the same.

O

ne handle, multiple openings. This is
the latest innovative window system
designed by MACO to revolutionise
the traditional fanlight systems found in
buildings such as schools.
Gone are the days when you would need
to go and find a rod to open a fanlight
window, use a complex and unsightly drive
rod system or stretch and strain to reach the
opening handle. This system allows all users
to achieve ventilation via a top level tilting
sash. Full operation of the remaining system
is controlled by keyed locking points meaning
security and full opening is still limited by the
key holder but the key holder is not required
to achieve ventilation.
The one handle on the lower window
allows the top sash to be tilted using MACO’s
Tilt and Turn hardware, however in contrast
to conventional fanlights the fanlight sash
can still also be fully opened. Due to this
innovative design not only does it maximise
air exchange for ventilation when tilted by
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allowing the warm air under the ceiling
to escape. The Multi Sky system also allows
the cleaning of the outside glass to be made
easier and safer when the windows are fully
open. With cleaning in mind the system also
has no protruding visible surface mounted
parts making the maintenance of this system
easy durable.
Of course being MACO this system is not
only creative in design and implementation,
security is still paramount thanks to the
systems multipoint locking system with
MACO i.S. security cams and striker plates.
The multipoint locking system closes and
seals all points on MACO MULTI SKY. This
enables better security as well as weather
performance, air permeability and acoustic
resistance unlike traditional single point
fanlight locking systems.
The advantages to this system continue
beyond its design and security features too,
the system can be applied to timber as well as
PVC profiles. No widening of the frame is

needed either as no space is required for the
surface mounted operating elements making
fabrication simpler too, as well as this
the system is made of familiar components
allowing fabricators and the end user to have
an easy understanding of system operation.
01795 433933 www.macouk.net
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Senior brings a positive outlook

WICONA adds to the modern utopia

Aluminium glazing solutions from fenestration
designer and manufacturer Senior Architectural
Systems have been specified to create a light
and spacious design and meet the thermal,
acoustic and aesthetic requirements of a new
commercial development in Sunderland.
The building features Senior’s slim profile SF52 aluminium curtain
wall, SD and SPW500 aluminium doors and the patented thermallyenhanced PURe® aluminium window system. The acoustic
performance of the PURe® system was an important factor in its
specification owing to the scheme’s close proximity to a main road.

WICONA recently provided its curtain
walling, WICTEC 50SG, to Number
One Kirkstall Forge, an ambitious
regeneration development outside Leeds city
centre. WICONA’s WICTEC 50SG stick
system curtain walling offers a wide selection
of profiles, which allows economic
adaptation to structure requirements, while
having an overall filigree-style appearance.
The chosen finish was a bronze anodized coating, which is intended
to be reflective of the site’s industrial heritage.

www.seniorarchitectural.co.uk

01924 232323 www.wicona.com

Cembrit Glendyne natural slate

Trivallis chooses Redland package

Cembrit Glendyne natural slate brings the home
of fossils to life, by adding distinctive style,
character, and impressive performance to The
Etches Collection museum roof in Kimmeridge.
Architects presented the planners and
Kimmeridge Trust with roofing samples, which resulted in Cembrit
Glendyne slates being specified. Glendyne is a high-quality slate that
combines first-class performance with surprisingly attractive value for
money. The combination of relatively easy to extract material and one
of the most modern slate processing and quality control creates a
product that offers high quality with a low production cost.

Trivallis, social landlords in Wales, to choose
the free-of-charge roof specification service
offered by Redland – manufacturer and
suppliers of pitched roof systems – when it
needed to re-roof the Maerdy estate in
Rhondda, South Wales. Lee Tapper from Trivallis, Surveyor and Clerk
of Works explains: “The service ensures that we meet the current
British Standard, we get the technical advice that we need and we get
the guarantee from Redland which means we know we don’t have a
problem with the roof for 15 years. We know that our properties our
watertight and that our roofers know exactly what they’re doing.”

sales@cembrit.co.uk

01293 666700 www.monier.co.uk
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Fortiglaze blazes a trail in fire-rated glazing

F

ortiglaze is the new range of slimline
fire glazing systems from architectural
glass experts OAG.
Already respected nation-wide for robust,
innovative projects supported by exceptional
collaborative expertise, OAG can now offer
a comprehensive choice of fire-rated glazed
door systems, framed and frameless walls.
Fortiglaze is hugely versatile, with 30, 60,
90 and 120-minute configurations available.
They offer both ‘Integrity and Insulation’ and
‘Integrity’ only options, all tested up to a
BS EN 1634 – 1:2014 standard. In addition,
this qualifies them to meet CE European
standards, which will become compulsory for
all fire-rated products from 2019.
What’s more, slim versions offer minimal
frames and maximal glazed areas, while
standard models can be paired with heavier
glass types and security options, for
additional protection.
Premium quality Fortiglaze Smoke Doors
are also available, offering smoke protection
with more aesthetic opportunities.
“With Fortiglaze, we always knew we
wanted to be ambitious,” comments Group

Sales Director Gary Evans. “By taking
OAG-signature quality and innovation, then
applying it to fire-rated glazing, we’ve
created products that deliver market-leading
performance, and offer a premium quality
solution fit for both major new-build and
renovation projects.
“We’ve striven to make Fortiglaze the most
versatile fire glazing solution on the market –

but if you can’t find what you’re looking for
in our standard range, we offer a vast array
of bespoke options to tailor your product, to
the exact needs of your next project.
“Give us a call today – or visit our website
and download an interactive Fortiglaze
specification guide.”
01494 492 700 www.oag.uk.com

Assured fire protection

Guardian Glass launches new tool

Designing, specifying and installing fire rated
timber
framed
butt-jointed
glazing
is now easier with the assurance of a fully
traceable supply chain with the launch
of SYSTEMGLAS® Ligna by Promat UK.
Joining the existing ‘frameless’, paintable, metal-clad and steel frame
options to complete the SYSTEMGLAS® range, Ligna gives designers
the ideal balance of assured fire protection and maximum light
transmission in all kinds of timber framed glazed partitions and
screens. All the options are explained in Promat UK’s new Specifiers
Guide, available to download on their website.

Guardian Glass has introduced an enhancement
to the company’s widely-used suite of web-based
software tools, Glass Analytics, improving the
ability of European users to demonstrate the
advantages of high performance glass in building
facades. Glass Analytics is being introduced to European users as
Guardian’s new platform for glass and glazing system analysis,
replacing the Guardian Configurator. To simplify and improve access
to Guardian’s analytical tools, the Acoustic Calculator has been
incorporated into Glass Analytics, providing users with a single
destination for comprehensive glass and glazing performance analysis.

0800 588 4444 www.promat-glass.co.uk

01405 726800 www.guardianglass.com

Derek Warwick chooses Modus

Adjustable Closing & Braking Control

Appearance, quality and low maintenance
led Derek Warwick Developments to equip
its upmarket development on the Dorset
coast with PVC-U systems from Eurocell.
The houses feature Modus casement
windows in Moondust Grey, Aspect bi-fold
doors and white Eurocell fascias and
soffits. Lance Macklin, a director at the company, explains: “We chose
the Modus window because it is high quality and maintenance will
be minimal. Similarly, bi-fold doors are very much on-trend now and
Aspect doors are well-made, well-sealed and good quality.”

The Biloba Evo stainless steel hinge from
Colcom offers minimalist styling for internal
and external frameless glass doors and includes
an option for glass to glass and glass to wall
installations. It is a revolutionary oil-dynamic
hinge offering 180° opening. It is the first hinge
with adjustable closing and constant braking
control for all door opening angles up to 180°
and it incorporates integrated door closers for
doors with stop. Barrier Components Ltd, established in 1987, now
hold a wide selection of this Italian Colcom hardware in the UK.

0800 988 3049 www.eurocell.co.uk

01708 891515 www.barrier-components.co.uk
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How to have your sustainability cake
and eat it

I

n today’s building world compliance can
become a big problem and can cost
developers millions. When a well know
London developer of a multi-million-pound
luxury, new build, project in central London
had problems in the middle of construction
due to the SAP calculations for the energy
performance of the building not appearing to
meet the required level of compliance, they
decided to call in a specialist sustainability
company, EAL Consult.

EAL Consult were appointed to do
forensic SAP calculations analysis and were
able to resolve the problems at source
and enabled the project to continue without
any delays.
As more councils are insisting on
sustainability compliance, more developers
and architects are using companies such as
EAL Consult, to ensure that sustainability is
on track during projects. New requirements
such as thermal bridging calculations, if done
properly, ensure no disruption.
Monique Simons, managing director at
EAL Consult said, “It is alarming to see how
many As built SAP calculations and
On Construction EPCs fail at the point of
practical completion. This is often because the
design thermal performance has not been
adhered to through oversight or budget
driven changes during construction. Its not
just excellent thermal elements in themselves
that equate to compliance but how the
building performs as a whole. This may be

building physics BUT it’s not an exact
science – more like alchemy. However, with
the right approach, cost effective, compliance
gold can be achieved.”
EAL Consult is celebrating its 10th Year
of specialising in Building Regulations Part
L compliance, SAP, SBEM, Thermal Bridging,
BREEAM and Energy and Sustainability
reports for obtaining planning permission.
They also deliver CPD training in
building sustainability.
020 8930 5668 www.ealconsult.com

Marvellous Marvault brings daylight to new school
At the President Kennedy Academy in Coventry, an impressive 85m2 application of Marvault, a continuous
vault rooflight system from Brett Martin Daylight Systems, has helped to deliver exceptional levels of diffused
daylight into communal areas of the school, reducing demand for electric lighting, lowering CO2 emissions
and running costs. The Marvault system provided the optimum combination of high light transmission and
UV protection. The economic, simple-to-fit, barrel vault system complemented the new facility’s high quality
external aesthetic whilst helping to reduce energy demands. With a maximum span of nine metres and no
restriction on length, the versatile Marvault rooflights are suitable for use on flat, curved, low pitch
and standard pitch roofs making them ideal for a range of applications from leisure, sporting facilities and
commercial buildings through to education and health centres. Brett Martin provides superior technical
support, detailed installation instructions and maintenance guidelines to ensure systems perform as promised,
and work alongside all other roofing elements.
daylight@brettmartin.com www.brettmartin.com

Farmhouse of the future

Stosilent direct chosen to balance

A contemporary farmhouse in rural Kinross-shire,
Scotland has achieved the perfect balance of
aesthetics and energy efficiency with the help of
the Kingspan TEK Building System. Lomondmuir
Farmhouse was designed by architect Scott
Strachan and constructed by THCL as a “turn-key” building contract
using the Kingspan TEK Building System. The Building System
comprises high performance Structural Insulated Panels (SIPs). Their
OSB/3 facing and unique jointing system also provided an airtightness
value of just 2.39 m3/h/m2 @ 50pa, less than half the level of air loss
permitted for a naturally ventilated dwelling.

Over 200m2 of the StoSilent Direct acoustic
system from Sto Ltd has been installed in the
offices of a major architectural practice in
London. It was specified for a number of reasons,
including its outstanding acoustic performance,
ease of installation and attractive aesthetic
appearance. The Hesselbrand practice specified
the StoSilent Direct system for use on its own
premises, after discussions on a number of solutions and budget costs.
This system offers a particularly effective option for this type of
project as it can be applied directly onto walls and ceilings.

01544 387 384 www.kingspantek.co.uk

01418 928000 www.sto.co.uk
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Reverse diffusion:
the hidden risk
Andy Mitchell from NBT discusses the risk of reverse
diffusion in internal wall insulation installations

F

or both new build and refurbishment
projects, ensuring that the building
envelope offers excellent levels of
thermal efficiency is a high priority. Effective
insulation helps to improve building comfort,
reduce heating bills and avoid wasted energy.
However, improving the insulation and air
tightness levels of the building envelope can
lead to other issues. In the case of retrofit
internal wall insulation (IWI) in older
or heritage buildings, it can fundamentally
alter the building physics of the property.
By improving the relative temperature
differential between the outdoor and
indoor environment, insulation can have a
significant effect on the vapour pressure,
causing moisture to be trapped within
the building fabric. Over time, this can
damage areas such as embedded timbers and
joist ends.
To address this, the commonly accepted
solution is the installation of a vapour
control layer (VCL) on the internal wall
surface to prevent moisture within the
building from permeating the building
fabric. However, the effectiveness of this is
increasingly being called into question due to
the challenges of correctly fitting the VCL.
In reality, the VCL can actually be a
contributory factor in trapping moisture that
enters the structure from outside – often
referred to as ‘reverse diffusion’.

the ideal climatic environment for
reverse diffusion, particularly when
normal seasonal variations are punctuated
with winter sunshine during the colder
months and episodes of heavy, driving rain
in the summer.
Generally, we expect more rain in winter,
which is drawn into the brickwork by
capillary pressure, sucking it into the building
fabric, despite a vapour pressure gradient
pushing it in the opposite direction. In
the summer months, increased sol-air
temperatures on the external wall surface
affect the level of moisture in the wall but
only a proportion of the moisture in the
structure can be released as vapour due to
the very high gradient vapour pressure in the
brickwork. As a result, the dew point is
located on the wrong side of the VCL, within
the internal wall structure, so the very
element of the specification that has been
installed to address problems with
condensation becomes responsible for
trapping humidity within the structure.
Thanks to the increased sol-air
temperatures outside and the internal wall
insulation doing its job of preventing
overheating within the internal environment,
this creates the ideal warm and wet
conditions for mould spores to form,
affecting the integrity of the building and the
health of its occupants.

What is reverse diffusion?

What does this mean for specifiers?

If you’ve never heard of ‘reverse diffusion’,
you’re not alone. It is also known as
‘solar-driven vapour gradients’ and
‘summer condensation’, terms which can be
misleading as they imply that reverse
condensation is associated with warmer
climates. In fact, the wet winters and warmer
summers with prolonged daylight hours
that are typical of south east England provide

The basic issue here is that the critical
interface between the insulation and the
wall needs to be able to dry out during the
summer and, to do this, moisture needs
to escape from the building fabric into both
the internal and external environment.
Over the course of months or years,
humidity within the structure can cause
serious damage.

ADF JULY 2018

Over the course of months
or years, humidity within
the structure can cause
serious damage
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HYGROSCOPIC
Woodfibre insulation has naturally hygroscopic
properties, reducing the potential for humidity within
the building fabric

CIBSE guidance provides a simplified
equation for calculating ‘sol-air’ pressure
but this does not account for wind, which
can significantly affect the level of moisture
entering the building through the brick work
– driving rain and splash back as opposed to
rain alone – so, ideally, dynamic hypothermal
modelling is the best way of assessing risk. It
is also beneficial to understand the climate
context of the location, combining
knowledge of wind, rain and temperatures
with average peak sol-air temperatures and
clear sky month climate data.
While context and modelling will enable a
thorough assessment of project-specific risk,
specifiers should begin from a standpoint of
viewing reverse condensation as a possibility
for any unvented brick or masonry wall
build up, and consider it a certainty for
projects in the south east and other areas
with high levels of driving rain. There are
several things that can be done to mitigate
that risk, including reducing air temperature
absorption with lighter colours on external
wall surfaces and protecting the facade from
rain and splash back.
It’s also important, however, to consider
the properties of the specified insulation and
whether, when considered holistically as part

Effective insulation
helps to improve building
comfort and reduce bills
of the wall build-up, the insulation could
actually aid controlled moisture transfer. For
example, woodfibre insulation has naturally
hygroscopic properties, reducing the potential
for humidity within the building fabric.
Where these properties are maximised in a
woodfibre insulation that actively exploits
capillary conductivity, the risk of reverse
condensation and associated damage can be
significantly reduced.

Balancing risk
As with any area of specification, neither the
VCL nor the insulation specified should be
considered in isolation but as part of a full
wall build up. Similarly, higher standards of
thermal performance must be balanced
against the impact of increased indoor/
outdoor temperature ranges on the building
physics with steps taken to design mitigation
into the specification.
Andy Mitchell is sales director at NBT

Living with quiet
One of the most unusual locations for Troldtekt acoustic ceiling tiles has to be found inside a fascinating new
house in Sai Kung, Hong Kong. This remarkable and exciting project by Millimeter Interior Design has
transformed an impractical and cramped split level into a four-storey home incorporating a large living room,
family room, four bedrooms, den, open roof top sitting area and a unique approach to garaging! The design
is minimalist to the extreme with a simple but beautiful and ambient simplicity. The full ground floor stretches
from the entrance out to the backyard deck. A cleverly designed sunken kitchen creates a clutter-free experience
while perfectly fitting out all the essentials. The dining table is hidden at the floor level and can be elevated
when required to further enhance space usage. With so many hard surfaces, reverberated sound is controlled
by the use of Troldtekt acoustic ceiling panels throughout the main living space and interior garage. The
benefits of 100 per cent Troldtekt natural wood wool panels include high sound absorption, high durability,
natural breathability, low cost life cycle performance and sustainability.
www.troldtekt.co.uk

10 years of sustainability compliance

Research links insulation to natural light

EAL Consult is proud to announce its new
collaboration with Mclaren Construction,
London’s design team working on projects by
providing thermal bridging calculations, forensic
SAP calculations and delivering training on
building sustainability. This year the team of award winning energy
and sustainability specialists celebrate 10 years of delivering Part
L Pre and Post Construction Sustainability Compliance Reports,
BREEAM, SAP, SBEM, BRUKL, Thermal Bridging Calculations,
Y and U-Value Calculations, Daylight/Sunlight/Overshadowing
Reports, Training and Consultancy.

A new whitepaper from Kingspan Insulation has
revealed that insulation specification can have a
significant impact of daylight levels within a building.
The enhanced thermal performance of Kingspan
Kooltherm K15 Rainscreen Board allowed each
U-value to be achieved with reduced external wall
and reveal depths. The research showed this had a
significant impact on daylight levels. Kingspan Kooltherm K15
Rainscreen Board can therefore provide a thin solution which allows
buildings to meet or exceed the minimum daylighting requirements
in BS 8206-2: 2008 more efficiently than mineral fibre insulation.

www.ealconsult.com

01544 387 384 www.kingspaninsulation.co.uk
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Waterloo’s tech guide gets even better
The Green Book, the industry’s air diffusion
technical guide, just got even better. Waterloo
Air Products Plc, publishers of the 48-page
second edition of the Green Book,
has updated everything needed by HVAC
consultants, engineers and architects to
incorporate air diffusion into their projects. This valuable publication
is packed with information about air diffusion. Comfort criteria and
acoustic information is included, as well as terms, definitions
and symbols. In addition, there is information on conventional air
diffusion patterns and a simple product selection guide.
01622 711500 www.waterloo.co.uk/technical/the-green-book

Vectaire’s WHHRs via an LCD screen
Vectaire’s WHHRs – vertical and horizontal – can
now be commissioned via an LCD screen. The
upright units – the Midis and the Maxis – offer
the option of an integral LCD or a remote LCD
commissioning unit, whilst the in-line EVO250
and Mini can be commissioned using a remote
unit. The user can see the speed at which the fan is operating, the
relative humidity, and when the filters need replacing. The user can
also set the unit to holiday mode for energy saving when the dwelling
is empty. These units are among the most innovative, efficient and
effective on the market today – and all are manufactured in the UK.
01494 522333 www.vectaire.co.uk

Underfloor air conditioning upgrade
AET Flexible Space have just completed a full
upgrade of the underfloor air conditioning
system on the first floor of 16-18 Kirby Street,
occupied by creative agency 7Fold. The first
floor is split into two zones, with each zone
served with a CAM-C35 downflow unit
supplying conditioned air to the underfloor plenum. This conditioned
air is supplied into the workspace via fan terminal units, known as
Fantiles, which are recessed into the plenum beneath the raised access
floor. Underfloor air conditioning systems are inherently flexible and
easily reconfigured according to changing demands of the space.
01342 310400 www.flexiblespace.com

The Ceiling Collection
The Ceiling Collection is the latest group of
diffusers to join the Air Diffusion product range
from Swegon Air Management. These attractive
diffusers have been designed to ensure a
comfortable environment for end users. There are five different
faceplates, to cater to different interior designs. The faceplates are so
simple to use and handle, that they can be replaced and changed easily
and regularly, depending on the designer’s and end users’ preference.
The ALS Commissioning Box has a unique design that can be rotated
360°C, increasing the scope for installation possibilities and ensuring
a discreet and aesthetically pleasing application.
01746 761921 www.air-diffusion.co.uk/ceiling-collection
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Sound Investment
As the exclusive UK distributor of Moralt high performance door blanks, James Latham has just announced
that the Moralt FireSound 59mm has been successfully acoustically tested as an operational interconnecting
door to an acoustic value of dB68.
Interconnecting doors are now extremely popular within the specification market for all kinds of applications.
For example; between hotel bedrooms, in night clubs or music studios where sound needs to be blocked out
or in commercial offices and administration buildings which have meeting rooms where greater confidentiality
is required.
In addition, a single leaf Moralt FireSound 59mm door on a pivot hinge with a floor spring, also exclusively
available through James Latham has been successfully tested to dB42. Again, these doors which work in both
swing directions, allowing it to revolve up to 180˚ are proving to be extremely popular among architects and
designers as they can create a true design statement.
www.lathamtimber.co.uk

Specifier’s Guide to Flooring launches

Inspiration, Texture, Colour

The Specifier’s Guide to Flooring has launched in the
UK. Officially unveiled at Shaw Contract’s showroom
during Clerkenwell Design Week, the new ‘definitive
guide’ will provide a specification tool for architects,
designers, facilities managers and specifiers on all
aspects of flooring. Exploring key materials, from
carpet to vinyl, ancillary products and accessories – and
everything in-between – the Guide will provide a rich resource for the
industry, in hard copy format and online. John Heath, Kick-Start
Publishing’s CEO added “The Specifier’s Guide to Flooring will light
the way for those seeking inspiration for their flooring requirements.”

At Paragon Carpets its new range of
Multi-level carpet tiles called the
Inspiration Collection focuses on colours
and textures found in natural flora and
fauna. This allows designers to create
interesting aesthetics to encourage
positive mood responses and productive
students. Flooring colour and shape can
also be used to generate unique wayfaring schemes rather than using
a proliferation of expensive signage has confirmed Paragon as a
unique and education focused manufacturer in the market.

01892 752400 www.specifiersguide.co.uk

01709 763 800 www.paragon-carpets.co.uk

Stunning granite flooring
BAL products have played a significant role
in a major refurbishment scheme of Rugby
Central Shopping Centre. The two-year
refurbishment of the centre included
revamping shop fronts, installing new,
energy-efficient LED lighting systems and the installation of granite
flooring throughout. BAL Level Max was specified because it can be
used up to 80mm in a single application. Recently introduced into the
market, BAL Rapid-Flex One is a high performance S1 adhesive that
has extended open time of 30 minutes and working time of 60
minutes, while it can be grouted after only three hours.
01782 591100 www.bal-adhesives.com

Latest news, views and more
If you like to be kept informed of all
the latest news, views, and promotions
for the architectural community, the
ADF email newsletters can offer you
regular updates straight to your inbox.
The weekly Editor’s Choice newsletter
includes top news stories curated by
the ADF editorial team, while the
monthly CPD Focus and fortnightly ADF Newsletter offer updates
on products, services, events, and learning opportunities available
from a wide variety of manufacturers and suppliers.
www.subscribepage.com/adf
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Finesse and Function with the New Handrail
from Yeoman Shield

Y

eoman Shield’s Premier Handrail, a
firm favourite with clients, has now
been adapted to achieve a stylish
protection rail incorporating a functional grip
top handrail.

ADF JULY 2018

The new Dual Premier Rail is a design led
yet purposeful, ergonomic handrail. The
two combined elements will not only offer
protection to walls from impact wear and
tear caused by the everyday use of buildings,
but also serve as a practical handrail for those
in need of it.
The new rail is edged with an elegant wood
surround to facilitate those areas which desire
a touch of opulence to their wall protection.
This is complemented by the ability to choose
a coloured textured or smooth insert adding
a vibrant statement or a more tonal affect
dovetailing into a chosen décor.
Stainless steel stop ends and external
corner accessories whilst continuing
the stylish lines adds to the durability and
robustness of the handrail system which is
also strengthened by a solid timber core.
Available in a width of 195 mm as
standard and fitted on 60mm cream PVCu
spacers giving an overall projection of 95mm,
the new Premier Dual Rail from Yeoman

Shield serves as the perfect, elegant
protection/handrail for front of house areas
in hotels, offices, restaurants and theatres,
where the aim is to impress.
If you would like any further information
on the new rail or indeed any of Yeoman
Shield wall & door protection products then
please call.
0113 279 5854 www.yeomanshield.com
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Super salon styling with SterlingOSB

Wall cabinet doors choose Salice

Popular in fashionable, modern commercial and
residential interior design schemes, SterlingOSB,
a stranded wood panel from Norbord, has been
used in the Urban Creative hairdressing salon
in Seaham to create a stunning industrial look.
The sustainable panelling is more economically
viable than plywood and allowed Urban
Creative to keep their renovation costs low
while maximising the number of work stations they could afford to
create. Gemma of Urban Creative explains: “SterlingOSB is perfect in
reflecting our style – and we could use it everywhere!”

Mover by Salice is a compact, vertical
sliding system for wall cabinet doors.
The action of the system is synchronised
and controlled, enabling the door to be
held in any position. Mover does not
require double side panels or counterweights and so maximises the available
space in the cabinet and furthermore,
the door can be “parked” safely and securely inany position. Mover
is particularly suitable in restricted spaces as an alternative to conventionally-opening doors, notably in bathrooms and galley kitchens.

www.norbord.co.uk

info.salice@saliceuk.co.uk

NexSys shower surface from Kaldewei

BXD takes off at Chisinau

NexSys shower surface is an innovative new
4-in-1 complete installation ready system,
consisting of a waste channel, sloping support,
sealing and an enamelled shower surface
enabling ultra simple and fast installation. The
elegant design of the narrow waste channel,
with brushed stainless steel cover, complements
the floor-level shower surface’s minimalistic look. The NexSys shower
surface is available in a range of size options for maximum flexibility.
All Kaldewei steel enamel bathroom solutions are 100 per cent
recyclable and are supplied with a 30 year guarantee.

The Hunter Douglas Architectural range of
80 and 130 BXD linear ceilings has been
specified to great effect on the interior ceiling
void of the recently refurbished Chisinau
Airport in the Republic of Moldova. Hunter
Douglas Architectural’s range of BXD linear
panels are ideal for such environments and are renowned for their
ability to turn loud environments into spaces with comfortable
acoustic ambiance. A wide choice of colours and finishes enhances
this versatile ceiling system and encourages Architects to adapt their
designs to meet the latest trends for areas destined for high traffic.

01480 498053 www.kaldewei.co.uk

01604 648229 www.hunterdouglas.co.uk
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Classic design with a modern twist
Kährs have introduced a new timeless 'French Pattern' hard flooring design, in two luxurious tones, to their
range of sustainable wood floors. The classic design features a modern twist - an engineered plank format
which improves install time and efficiency in comparison to a traditional 'French Pattern' floor. Joining Kährs'
design-led European Renaissance collection, a collection of unique and inspiring wooden floors based on
the magnificent floor styles of bygone periods, the new design is available in two distinct colour tones – a
golden natural brown 'Castello Rovere' and a rich, smokey tone 'Castello Fumo'. With a modern engineered
format, the new designs can be installed more quickly than a traditional French patterned floor, ideal for
efficient installation in both domestic and commercial projects. The stunning pattern can also be specified over
underfloor heating, due to the environmentally sound and long-lasting multi-layer construction of sustainable
oak and poplar within the boards. The designs are finished with Kährs' durable nature oil surface treatment,
ensuring the floors can be enjoyed for many years to come.
023 9245 3045 www.kahrs.com

Wonderful Washrooms at Walthamstow Wetlands
Walthamstow Wetlands is the capital’s newest and largest urban wetland nature reserve and increases public
access to nature in an area of London deficient in open space. As part of the scheme Architects Witherford
Watson Mann designed a visitor centre within a decommissioned Victorian pumping station. When it came to
the washrooms they wanted to continue with the use of raw steel featured elsewhere in the building and an
online search brought them to a Relcross project featuring Hadrian steel toilet cubicles at the Oaks Restaurant,
Nottingham. While available to match almost any RAL colour, Hadrian Steel cubicles can be supplied in a
plain galvanneal finish for a natural, industrial look. At Walthamstow they have been combined with
Staffordshire quarry tiles to the walls and floors for an overall effect that evokes the functional industrial
design of the original engine house but with immense practicality for public washrooms at a popular new
facility. Privacy is ensured by the use of continuous stop and hinge sight line fillers together with a minimal
150mm gap from the floor to the underside of the door and panels.
01380 729600 www.hadrian-cubicles.co.uk
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Pressalit Care offers help

Waterproofing a wetroom

Pressalit Care has opened a new demonstration
showroom at its Reading offices at Green Park
that features its range of accessible bathroom
products. With the ability to adjust the layout
to replicate different bathroom scenarios,
Pressalit Care can demonstrate to those looking
to install or adapt an accessible bathroom, the space and flexibility
requirements needed by wheelchair. The Plus system is fitted within
the showroom to demonstrate how easy it is to manoeuvre elements.
Elements such as a shower chair, rise and fall basin, support arms and
toilet are all available for visitors to test out.

Waterproofing is one of the greatest concerns
for specifiers and developers when it comes to
creating the perfect wet room. Specialist wetroom
floor manufacturer, On The Level, offers a
flexible liquid rubber tanking system, available in
three different kits, which has been specially
developed to eliminate the problem of wet room
leaks. It comes in the form of a solvent-free,
silicone-compatible sealing compound which can
be applied to wood, plasterboard, MDF, concrete screed and most
commonly used construction boards.

0844 8806950 www.pressalit.com

www.onthelevel.co.uk

Enabling style and comfort

Get the heads up on care developments

Closomat has always been the only
manufacturer of wash & dry (automatic
bidet) toilets that developed its solutions
specifically for users with limitations. Now,
it has combined the latest engineering
advancements with contemporary design
to launch Asana. The wall-hung WC can
function as a conventional toilet or, by appropriate selection via easy
to reach push buttons on the side of the toilet, which trigger the flush,
and eliminate the need to wipe clean by triggering of the integrated
douching and drying processes.

Innovations at brand-leading Closomat
are enabling designers to take advantage
of a uniquely ‘fit and forget’ solution,
that offers optimum flexibility for
lifetime accessibility and support-stylishly.
Closomat’s top-selling range of wash &
dry toilets offer floor and wall-mounted
options in WC provision that obviates the need, potentially, for care
support in intimate cleansing, and delivers enhanced hygiene.
Contemporary lines ensure the fixtures compliment any modern
decor, instead of giving an institutional ‘feel’.

0161 969 1199 www.clos-o-mat.com

0161 969 1199 www.clos-o-mat.com
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magrini baby
changing units
Magrini baby changing units
provide a hygienic and safe place
for changing your smallest customers.
The contemporary style incorporates
extra-deep sides providing an intrinsic
safety barrier and the units have a unique
hinge system preventing small fingers
from being trapped.
Magrini baby changing units are
available in a choice of colours to suit
modern commercial washrooms.

tried & trusted by
young professionals
safe - strong - stylish

t: 01543 375311 • e: sales@magrini.co.uk • w: www.magrini.co.uk
Tel: 01543 375311  Email: sales@magrini.co.uk  www.magrini.co.uk
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Stertil Combilok delivers on loading
bay safety

T

he Combilok vehicle restraint system
from Stertil Dock Products was
developed exclusively to reduce the
risk of unintentional vehicle movement on
loading bays and offers a ‘safety net’ against
poor communication by holding vehicles
in one place until loading or unloading
is completed.

ADF JULY 2018

Controlled from within the safety of the
warehouse or distribution centre, the Stertil
Combilok is fully interlocked: the loading bay
door cannot be opened until the Combilok
is in position and the Combilok cannot be
released until the door is closed again and it
is safe to drive away. The totally automatic
Combilok also overcomes any language
difficulties that may arise with drivers
delivering from all over the world.
Featuring a wheel block that is
impressively strong, the Combilok is suitable
for lorries of almost every type and size.
There are also few restrictions when it comes
to the installation process, as the entire
system is installed above ground.
“We’ve designed the Combilok to offer the
highest standards of safety, performance and
reliability,” says Andy Georgiou, General
Manager of Stertil Dock Products. “This has
been recognised by a growing number of
leading high street names and logistics
companies. In fact, the UK’s most prominent

online retail specialist purchased its first
Combilok vehicle restraint system in 2013.
Unsurprisingly, it was an instant success and
the company now has almost 1000
Combiloks working around the clock to
provide safety and peace of mind to drivers
and warehouse staff alike.”
0870 770 0471
www.stertil-dockproducts.co.uk
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Go beyond the ordinary with the new Sephora range from DW Windsor
DW Windsor gives power to the professionals designing our urban spaces with the launch of its new, modular,
customisable lighting solution – Sephora. The comprehensive new range is crammed full of forward thinking
advantages, lumen packages, from 1000 to 34000lm, 0 per cent ULOR and colour temperatures ranging from
2200K - 4000K; inspiring creativity in the built environment, without compromise. Furthermore, Sephora is
a true Smart City ready range, designed to accommodate internal nodes, the SmartCore™ supports a range of
control options with minimal aesthetic impact. Available in a choice of Comfort or Performance light engines,
three sizes: 450, 650 and Halo, and with two stunning aesthetics, the range – circular in shape – is extremely
versatile in application. Designed around Nichia LEDs, both light engines offer superior performance. Choose
Comfort for projects that demand more than just functional illumination. A low-glare, diffused, homogenous
light, available in warmer colour temperatures (2200K, 2700K and 3000K), with excellent optical quality and
vertical illumination. Suitable for pedestrianised town centres, public parks and housing developments.
01992 474600 www.dwwindsor.com/sephora

Fibreglass pools are firmly established

Help us understand you better!

Fibreglass pools are now firmly established
within the swimming pool industry and
it’s not difficult to see why. Installation can
be carried out by your builder and
completed within a fraction of the time and
cost of a concrete or liner pool. Our range
of superior fibreglass pools are a one-piece reinforced construction
with options for internal corner steps, roman ends and automatic
cover chambers. Insulation is now available conforming to Part L of
Building Regulations. Bakewell Pools is a family business that has
been supplying fibreglass pools for 20+ years.

ADF magazine always endeavours to bring
its readers the most relevant, interesting
content that informs, inspires and helps
you solve challenges within your projects.
So that we can improve our understanding
of your professional needs and wants, we’d
appreciate it if you could complete a quick
online survey. The personal information
you provide will only be used to update your subscriber profile. Your
privacy is important to us and your data will not be shared with
anyone outside of netMAGmedia Ltd, publishers of ADF.

www.bakewellpools.co.uk

www.architectsdatafile.co.uk/adf-ereader-survey
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A collaboration that
covered all bases
Stephen Toone of Fordingbridge shares insights into how to build client relationships
through collaboration, giving the example of several projects at East Surrey Hospital

I

t is vital for designers and suppliers to
remember that when collaborating with
the NHS, there are certain key aspects
to consider which create a successful
working relationship.
An example of successful collaboration
between ourselves – as a canopy and
building contractor – and East Surrey
Hospital started following the NHS
trust’s decision to redesign and build the
hospital’s east entrance following fire
damage. We were commissioned to install
a 270 m2 canopy to improve vehicle
flow and protect patients arriving by
ambulance, or being dropped off by car,
from the elements.
The specified solution was a 3.9 m
cantilevered canopy with a 3.7 m height,
giving the ideal clearance for ambulances
as well as shelter from the elements for
patients. The 30 m long structure follows
the building line and is stepped in plan to
accommodate an existing roof overhang. To
provide continuous rain protection, the
polycarbonate roof tucks neatly under the
new A&E building extension constructed at
the same time as the canopy.
The success of the project led to the
firm being invited to tender for more work
on the site. We provided a 45 m covered
walkway to provide a weather-protected
journey between wards for staff and
patients. This involved collaborating with
the design team to find the best solution.
There were a number of design
requirements; it had to be wide enough to
allow two patient beds to be able to pass
easily, and the height and roof shape needed
to allow lighting and heating systems to be
incorporated. A gap at the base of the
canopy provides ventilation and two sets of
double doors allow access to wards around
the courtyard. The courtyard location
necessitated easy-to-construct structure sizes.
Another area, which was required to
be improved was the entrance to the A&E
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department. A canopy was designed
and installed to accommodate a generous
unloading space for nine ambulances.
The devil was in the detail again –
constraints including clearance
requirements, roof overhangs and the need to
fit into a forthcoming extension to the
emergency department.
The 27 m x 10.7 m steel canopy covered
the entirety of the entrance. The height of
the canopy allows ambulances to arrive and
unload patients completely protected by the
4.3 m front cantilever. Without a canopy,
transferring patients on an uncovered
pavement leaves users at risk of getting wet
and cold. Timber cladding was used on the
soffit to bring a modern aesthetic and
warmth to the structure.
Fordingbridge collaborated closely on
the canopy design with the trust’s lighting
designer and groundworker, resulting in
a cohesive result. The canopy was installed
in three weeks, which involved careful
planning to avoid disruption to a live
site in use 24/7 including coordination with
other contractors.

Factors for success
Fordingbridge recognised that the client’s
primary objective at East Surrey Hospital
was to improve patient care by providing
more space and protecting patients, staff
and visitors from adverse weather, while
enabling new patient strategies to
be delivered.
The first step in successful collaboration
is to understand and work with client
objectives. All areas of the hospital
needed to remain operational throughout
construction, meaning that safety was
paramount to the build process. The
construction team project managed
elements to fall outside of the busiest
periods. This makes the client’s lives
easier in terms of minimum disruption to
their service.

The canopy gives the
ideal clearance for
ambulances as well as
shelter from the elements
for patients
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The success of the project
led to the firm being
invited to tender for more
work on the site

Incorporating all other trades in the
design stage to ensure key stages in the
project run smoothly and according to
timescales. Having the communication skills
and industry knowledge to collaborate are
also key in achieving this.

Gaining trust
When delivering a quote, design teams
need to ensure that the final cost really is

WWW.ARCHITECTSDATAFILE.CO.UK

the final figure, no hidden costs or
surprises. This allows the client to budget
easily and builds the trust between the
client and contractor.
Designing with attention to the CDM
regulations and future maintenance
liabilities in mind this shows the client
you are not just looking to make a
quick buck. Showing that you care
about the future proofing of the structure
and the longevity of it is proof in the
pudding. Giving guarantees not only
demonstrates faith in your product,
it gives the client peace of mind. Trust
is enhanced, as evidenced by our
subsequent contracts at East Surrey
Hospital, including the new extension
to the A&E.
When working with the NHS in
particular, it is vital that members of the
supply chain work to build a relationship of
trust. Proving that firms can collaborate
successfully with both the client and other
contractors, this will stand them in good
stead for future projects.
Stephen Toone is managing director
at canopy and building contractor
Fordingbridge
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Plaswood’s Stairway to Sustainability

T

he Menai Bridge spans the sea
between Anglesey and mainland
Wales – a monument to strength and
endurance. It can be reached several ways
from the Anglesey side, but until recently one
of them was in sharp contrast to the might of
the historic suspension bridge.
For several years the woodland access
point was defined by a rustic stairway, not
just in the shadow of the bridge, but a
shadow of its former self. Green algae
smothered rotting treads, posts and handrails
set into the wooded slope. Each timber
element was slimy to touch, while the dozen
steps up to the first level, the seven beyond,
and the walkway timbers in between were
rickety underfoot.
In function and aesthetics, it was over the
hill. Towering tree crowns cast the site in
shadow, heavy use by locals and tourists had
taken a structural toll, while the sea air
corroded metal fixtures. All of these
challenges amounted to one big problem for
the client, Anglesey Council. The bridge was
too far gone to repair, so a replacement was
needed, but it had to be special.

It had to look great, function perfectly and,
critically, be cost effective. The natural choice,
timber, was good, but on this occasion not
good enough. Anglesey Council's in-house
architects called for something altogether
more rugged - that could withstand harsh
elements and heavy use but lose none of its
visual appeal or rustic charm. They found
what they needed in Plaswood.
Plaswood looks and feels like wood
but is made in the UK from 100 per
cent recycled plastic. It is strong, durable,
waterproof and maintenance free. Being 100
per cent recyclable, Plaswood also supports
the circular economy, an added plus for local
authorities looking to promote sustainable
products, services and practices across all
their departments.
Demand for Plaswood is increasing.
Specifiers, architects, landscape designers and
construction companies such as MK
Enterprises Ltd in Anglesey are reaping the
benefits of this sustainable, eco-friendly
substitute for non-renewable materials such
as wood, concrete and steel. Unlike many
plastic wood products, Plaswood is not a

wood composite and dates back to the 1980s.
Today it is manufactured by RPC bpi
recycled products, Europe’s largest recycler of
plastic, at a dedicated factory in Dumfries,
Scotland. The company can recycle over
100,000 tonnes of plastic a year, mainly from
plastic used to bale straw on farms. The
finished product is used for construction
materials, street furniture, outdoor play
equipment and stairways.
0333 202 6800 www.plaswoodgroup.com

Resiblock ‘Specially Selected’
The 2018 ‘Which?’ Supermarket of the
Year- Aldi, has once again placed its trust
in the Resiblock brand with the sealing of
their new store on Caerphilly Road in
Cardiff. Resiblock Resiecco was specified
as the sealer to be used on the Marshall
Conservation Pavers, that run up to the entrance and trolley bay of
Aldi’s latest build, which is due to open in late 2018. The specification
and use of Resiblock Resiecco at the Cardiff store sees a continuation
of the partnership between Aldi and Resiblock, which has seen the
Resiecco product be used at over 30 Aldi Stores since circa 2005.
www.resiblock.com

Neatdek chosen for outstanding project
An urban regeneration project in Longford
is the latest of a series of outstanding bridge
projects to use Neaco’s Neatdek aluminium
decking. Almost 20m long and 4.7m wide at
its widest point, the Camlin River Bridge is
a footbridge featuring a unique curved ‘bow’
design by Kenny Lyons architects. Neatdek features a contact area of
74 per cent on the surface yet drains water efficiently and its swagelocked construction enables high structural efficiency. The system has
an anti-slip surface for increased safety and aluminium has an A1 Fire
Rating – the highest achievable score for non-combustibility.
sales@neaco.co.uk
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Hauraton Service Channels keep cables safe
but accessible

UK MANUFACTURERS OF
STREET FURNITURE

POSTS - HINGED & TELESCOPIC
BOLLARDS - STEEL & STAINLESS
HOOPED BARRIERS
CYCLE STANDS & RACKS
CYCLE SHELTERS
HEIGHT RESTRICTORS
SWING GATES
ARM BARRIERS
SMOKING SHELTERS
SEATING

MADE IN
BRITAIN

01788 550556
info@autopa.co.uk
www.autopa.co.uk

AUTOPA Limited, Cottage Leap, Rugby, Warwickshire, CV21 3XP
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channels, FASERFIX® SUPER and KS. The
SUPER models incorporate a 40mm deep
galvanised angled housings on their top
edges allowing Class E600 ductile iron covers
to be fitted. The KS models have a 20mm
deep galvanised angled housing and are
available for Class C250 or where necessary
E600. The third range is based on Hauraton’s
RECYFIX® PRO channel made from 100
per cent recycled polypropylene. These have
a 20mm galvanised housing allowing Class
C250 covers to be fitted. Weighing less than
25kg the PRO channels are suitable where
easy handling is desirable.
With SUPER and KS models, the ductile
iron covers are securely located into the
housings by the company’s SIDELOCK fixing
system. To access the cables, covers are easily
removed using a large screwdriver at the
appropriate leverage points. In practice, the
SIDELOCK system has proved to be 90
per cent quicker than any other fixing method
available. Where necessary, covers can be

bolted down. PRO models have bolt down
covers as standard.
The popular nominal widths offered with
Hauraton Service Channels are 200mm
and 300mm. These models incorporate a
perforated steel galvanised cable tray that is
suspended within the channel keeping the
cables clear of any water that may access
the channel. The water can then be safely
drained away.
01582 501380 www.hauraton.co.uk

AUTOPA

H

auraton Limited, well known for
their surface water drainage
products, also offer three ranges of
Service Channel suitable for use as
sub-surface cable ducting for both indoor or
outdoor locations including; sports venues,
major stadiums, exhibition halls, factories,
warehousing
and
container
depots.
The channels provide safe yet accessible
installation of electrical and data cables.
Two ranges are based on the company’s
one metre long fibre reinforced concrete
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CLASSIFIED & DIRECTORY
ADHESIVES

DOORS & WINDOWS

INSULATION

RAINWATER SYSTEMS

BAL
Tel: 01782 591100
www.bal-adhesives.co.uk

ID Systems
Tel: 01603 408804
www.i-d-systems.co.uk

Websters Insulation
Tel: 01405 812682
www.webstersinsulation.com

Yeoman Rainguard
Tel: 0113 279 5854
www.rainguard.co.uk

ADVICE & INFORMATION

ENTRANCE SOLUTIONS

NHBC
(National Housebuilding Council)
Tel: 0800 035 6422
www.nhbc.co.uk

Record UK Ltd
Tel: 01698 376411
www.recorduk.co.uk

LANDSCAPING & EXTERNAL
WORKS

ROOFING

FIRE PROTECTION
AIR MOVEMENT SPECIALISTS
Swegon Air Management Ltd
Tel: 01746 761921
www.swegonair.co.uk

Envirograf
Tel: 01304 842555
www.envirograf.com

GLASS & GLAZING
CANOPIES & STRUCTURES
Sunshade Services
Tel: 01782 398848
www.sunshadeservices.co.uk

CLADDING & FACADES
FunderMax UK
Tel: 07852 867472
Tel: 01501 515005
Paul.hughes@fundermax.biz

COLUMN CASINGS
Encasement
Tel: 01733 266 889
www.encasement.co.uk

CURTAIN WALLING
Comar Architectural
Aluminium Systems
Tel: 0208 685 9685
www.comar-alu.co.uk

DAYLIGHT & SUNLIGHT
SOFTWARE
MBS Survey Software Ltd
Tel: 020 3176 0984
www.surveymbs.com

DOORS & WINDOWS
Garador Ltd
Tel: 01935 443 722
www.garador.co.uk

adf
architectsdatafile.co.uk
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Senior Architectural Systems Ltd
Tel: 01709 772600
www.seniorarchitectural.co.uk
Structural Glass Design Ltd
Tel: 0333 577 7177
www.structural-glass.com

Wykeham Mature Plants
Tel: 01723 862406
www.wykehammatureplants.co.uk

LIGHTING
Lumisphere Lighting Solutions
Tel: 01245 329999
www.lumisphere.co.uk

OAK PRODUCTS
Antique Buildings Ltd
Tel: 01483 200477
www.antiquebuildings.com

HEATING & VENTILATION
AEL Heating Solutions
Tel: 01928 579068
www.aelheating.com

INSULATION
EAL Consult
17 Dobree Ave, London
NW10 2AD
Tel: 0208 930 5660
info@ealconsult.com
www.ealconsult.com
EAL Consult specialise in Building
Regulations Part L compliance,
SAP, SBEM, Thermal Bridging,
BREEAM and Energy and
Sustainability reports for
obtaining planning permission,
CPD training

Midland Lead
Tel: 01283 224 555
www.midlandlead.co.uk

SOLAR SHADING (BRISE SOLEIL)
RENSON®
Tel: 01622 754 123
www.rensonuk.net

MODULAR BUILDINGS
Wernick Buildings
Tel: 0800 112 4640
www.wernick.co.uk

GREEN ROOFS
Optigreen Ltd
Tel: 0845 565 0236
www.optigreen.co.uk

Liquid Roofing and Waterproofing
Association (LRWA)
Tel: 0207 448 3859
www.lrwa.org.uk

PRECAST CONCRETE
British Precast
Tel: 0116 232 5170
www.britishprecast.org

PUMPING STATIONS
J T Pumps
Tel: 0844 414 5800
www.jtpumps.co.uk

R&D TAX CREDITS/PATENT BOX
MCS Corporate Strategies Ltd
Tel: 01926 512475
www.mcs-corporate.com

STAIRS & BALUSTRADES
Railing London Ltd
Tel: 0208 566 6750
www.railinglondon.com

STONE PAVING
Stone Heritage Sales Ltd
Tel: 01629 650647
www.yorkstoneheritage.co.uk

STREET FURNITURE
Contenur UK Ltd
Tel: 01282 604400
www.contenur.com

WINDOW CONTROLS

RADIATION SHIELDING
Midland Lead
Tel: 01283 224 555
www.midlandlead.co.uk

RAINWATER SYSTEMS
Aluminium Roofline Products Ltd
Tel: 0116 289 4400
www.arp-ltd.com

WEBSITE

NEWSLETTER

DIGITAL ISSUE

The ADF website is an online provider
of past and present products and news
items for the architect or specifier.
www.architectsdatafile.co.uk is a
one-stop source for all the latest press
releases providing any visitor with
access to information about products
and services that they may require for
their project as well as news relevant
to architectural developments.

The fortnightly ADF email newsletter
is designed to provide you with the
latest products and services, direct to
your inbox. You can quickly gather a
snapshot of information from up to
12 carefully selected companies and
easily follow links through to further
information on the website or go
directly to the company’s website. Go
to the ADF website to subscribe.

The ADF digital issue provides all the
same content as the print issue with
the added advantage of being instantly
available whenever and wherever you
have access to the internet. In addition
to its ease of access, the ADF digital
issue gives direct links to advertisers,
allowing you to visit a potential
supplier’s website with the click of a
mouse. Subscribe on the ADF website.
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